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EVALUATION OF SHOCK ATTENUATION

J. Hamill
Biomechanics Laboratory, Department of Exercise Science, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA, USA

INTRODUCTION
During each step, a rapid deceleration occurs at the foot-ground interface resulting in a

shock imparted to the musculoskeletal system.  The consequences of insufficient shock
attenuation may be severe resulting in overuse injuries (Radin et al., 1982).  The level of this
shock wave depends on a number of external factors such as running speed, stride length and
running surface.  While skin, fat pad, bone, ligament, tendon and muscle all help to decrease the
magnitude and frequency of the shock, footwear also can attenuate the foot-ground impact shock.
 Therefore, the purpose of this presentation is to describe several methods that manufacturers
use to evaluate the shock attenuation or cushioning properties of footwear.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES
Footwear are generally evaluated either via mechanical testing of the materials comprising

the footwear or by conducting human subject testing on the complete shoe.  To test material
components of footwear, a mechanical impact tester is often used.  A known mass is dropped
from a pre-set height to simulate the mass and velocity of the foot at touchdown.  This test can
be a useful measure but should not be used to definitively describe the capability of the shoe to
attenuate shock.  It should be noted that this is a mechanical test and cannot simulate the
kinematic changes that a runner may make as they contact the ground in response to different
footwear properties.

By far the most often used piece of equipment for evaluating shock attenuation in footwear
is the force platform.  Parameters of the vertical ground reaction force component (vGRF) such
as the high frequency, impact peak and the loading rate have often been used to evaluate the
shock attenuation properties of footwear.  While differences in loading rate can be detected
between firm and soft midsole footwear, several studies have reported no differences between
similar footwear in the impact peak (Snel et al., 1985).  It should be noted exactly what the vGRF
is measuring.  Bobbert et al. (1992) illustrated that the vGRF describes the vertical acceleration of
the total body’s center of mass and thus cannot be effectively used to evaluate specific actions at
the foot/ground interface.  Thus, the evaluation of impact attenuation using force platform
parameters should be viewed with caution.  There are numerical techniques, however, that may
make it possible to evaluate shock attenuation using ground reaction force data.  For example,
using an FFT to transform the data into the frequency domain and then using an inverse FFT to
return only the high frequency to the time domain would result in data that would describe the
acceleration of the lower extremity.  These data may be useful in comparing the attenuation
properties of footwear.

Many researchers are now using in-shoe pressure sensors to evaluate the cushioning
properties of footwear.  There are a number of in-shoe pressure systems that have been used and
it should be noted that the characteristics of the sensors are of critical importance.  If the sensors



have a high hysteresis and are not linear, then the results should be viewed with caution.  Several
studies have shown that the cushioning properties of footwear can be illustrated by using a
reliable in-shoe pressure system (Hennig and Milani, 1995).  These researchers also showed good
agreement between the vGRF and the summed pressure curves.

For most laboratories, however, tibial accelerometry is the accepted method of evaluating
shock attenuation.  Single peak acceleration values are considered to be a direct measurement of
the foot-ground collision.  However, great care must be taken to attach the accelerometer
appropriately.  Because attachment to the bone is not practical, Shorten and Winslow (1992)
suggested that evaluation of tibial accelerometry should take place in the frequency domain rather
than the time domain.

SUMMARY
There are a number of techniques that have been used to evaluate the shock attenuation

properties of footwear.  While a shock attenuation evaluation of footwear can be accomplished
using all of the methods discussed above, it should be noted that the appropriate evaluation
technique should be used based on the question being asked.  In addition, great care must be taken
in terms of the experimental protocol for each experimental technique.

REFERENCES
Bobbert et al. (1992). J Biomech. 28:661-668.
Hennig and Milani (1995). J App Biomech. 11:299-310.
Radin et al. (1973). J Biomech. 15:487-492.
Shorten and Winslow (1992). Int J Sports Biomech. 8:288-304.
Snel et al. (1985). Biomechanics IX-B 133-138.



PERCEPTION - THE RELATIONSHIP OF BIOMECHANICAL AND
SUBJECTIVE DATA

 Thomas L. Milani
BASiS TUV Product Service, Boulder, Colorado 80301-2846, USA

‘Perception’ can be defined as the translationof signals from sensory receptors by the
integrative function of the central nervoussystem. Atkinson & Atkinson (1980) concluded
from several studies that ‘perception thus requires interaction between sensory mechanisms
and those parts ofthe brain, that are concerned with storage and retrieval of past experiences’
(p.77). Major achievements in neural and physiological science have resulted in ahigh level
of knowledge about how the neural system receives information from theexternal world and
how the brain composes images by encoding this information.However, in the field of
perception only a low level of knowledge exists.

Psychophysics is the scientific field that investigates the relationship
betweenperception and confounding stimuli. This field of science dates back to the middle
ofthe 19th century with the studies of E.H. Weber and G.T. Fechner. Major progress
wasmade after the introduction of the ‘new psychophysics’ by S.S. Stevens.Stevens and
coworkers showed in various studies that the relationship betweenperceptual rating and
physical stimulation often is not linear but exists according to positively or negativley
accelerating powerfunctions. Thus, the relationship of the perception of loudness is described
by anegative power function with an exponent of n=.67 (Stevens, 1956), whereas
perceivedelectric shock follows a positively accelerating function (n=3).

The perceived severity of impact during running and theadaptive response are
important factors for the body to avoid high impact loads. Therelationship of various physical
stimuli like sense or vibration to perceptual ratings have been studied in several
psychophysicalinvestigations. However, the mechanical input factors that are used by the
human bodyto identify the severity of impact during running remains still unclear. Lake et
al.(1998) studied the relationship of mechanical inputs and the perception of lower
extremityimpact loading severity using a human pendulum apparatus. The authors found
highcorrelations between the mechanical input variables and subjective ratings.
Differentrunning related studies show that high correlations exist between subjective
impactperception and and biomechanical variables that are related to running injuries. Ithas
been concluded that adaptive processes confounding on perceived load could helpto protect
the body against high impact shocks during running (Milani et al. 1997).Nevertheless, further
investigations should be performed in order to understand howman perceives loads during
sport activities and how adaptational processes occur.

 
 REFERENCES

Atkinson R.L. et al. Perception and Awareness. In R.L.Atkinson & R.C. Atkinson (Eds.),
Mind and Behavior (pp.77-79). San Francisco :W.H.Freeman & Comp., 1980.
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BIOMECHANICALLY DRIVEN DEVELOPMENTS IN SPORT SHOE
TECHNOLOGY: WAVE PLATE TECHNOLOGY

Yasunori Kaneko
Mizuno Corporation, Osaka, Japan

INTRODUCTION
It is no doubt that biomechanics can play an important role for the progression of sport shoe.
Most sport shoe functions are the mechanical interaction between human body and the shoe as a
mechanical object. These interactions are mainly controlled from both mechanical
characteristics of human body and sport shoe. So, from the standpoint of product development,
biomechanical information suggest the required mechanical characteristics of the shoe. These
informations also give geometrical references for shoe design. Residual program is a mechanical
controllability for shoe construction. The purpose of this presentation is to focus the potential of
biomechanics as a tool for shoe development with an example of MIZUNO WAVE plate
technology.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
      It is widely recognized that the most important functions for running shoes are „Cushioning“
and „Stability“. And both functions are mainly affected by the compression stiffness of midsole
foam of the shoe. Biomechanical information gives the required compression stiffness
distribution of midsole for „Cushioning“ or „Stability“. Because conventional shoe midsoles are
constructed from cushioning foam it is difficult to tune the required stiffness for the whole area
of the midsole.

Figure 1: Controllability of bending stiffness as a function of amplitude and wave length of WAVE plate.

      MIZUNO WAVE technology solves this problem with insertion of WAVE formed
thermoplastic plates into the midsole. For this construction, apparent compression stiffness can
be controlled by the bending stiffness of the inserted plate. This bending stiffness can be
controlled from material properties, thickness, amplitude, and wave length of the WAVE plate
insert (Figure 1). A WAVE formed plate can also change the deformability of the midsole for
each direction, and also change the bending stiffness for each bending direction. Correct tuning
with biomechanical information enables both „Cushioning“ and „Stability“ performance to the
required level.



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
      The MIZUNO WAVE technology was introduced in December 1997. The first products
used a „PARALLEL“ WAVE (Figure 2A) sole in a cushioning category running shoe, and a
„FAN-SHAPED“ WAVE (Figure 2C) sole in a stability category running shoe. For the
development process, biomechanical information was used to determine the shape of the WAVE
plate, and conventional biomechanical methods were used in functional testing. Now MIZUNO
WAVE technology is expanded to baseball, volleyball, golf, and other kinds of sport shoes,
designed according to available biomechanical information for each of the different sports.

A B

C D

Figure 2: MIZUNO WAVE plate for (A) Light Weight Cushioning, (B) Cushioning, ( C)
Stability, (D) Hyper Stability model of running shoe.

DISCUSSION
      Biomechanics is not only valuable for the testing methodology of sport shoe functions. The
most  important effort for product development may be the development of design assisting
tools. All of the biomechanical data should be processed as references for sport shoe design.
Good sport shoe design should match the shoe and human body in mechanical and kinematic
features.



BIOMECHANICALLY DRIVEN DEVELOPMENTS IN SPORTS SHOE
TECHNOLOGY: THE EXAMPLE OF TUNED AIR

Martyn Shorten
Biomechanica LLC, Portland, Oregon, USA

INTRODUCTION
Frequently, forces other than biomechanical science are the major drivers of product
innovation in the athletic footwear industry. Innovations in materials science, new
manufacturing processes, socio-economic forces and lifestyle trends are more common
determinants of new product directions. Although biomechanics can play an important role in
the development of new products, its influence is often unclear. The purpose of this
presentation is to highlight the role of biomechanics in the sports shoe product development
process, using NIKE’s Tuned AIR technology as an example.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
From a biomechanical point of view, it is possible to specify cushioning properties or spring
stiffnesses for different parts of a shoe sole. These specifications are difficult to implement
with conventional cushioning materials, however. Typical foams are variable and cannot be
made to precise specifications. The homogeneity of foam makes it difficult to implement
different cushioning stiffnesses in one sole. Breakdown of foam materials with use can also
lead to significant changes in cushioning properties over the life of the shoe.

A B C

Figure 1: Original concept (A) and NIKE Tuned AIR implementations in (B) basketball  and
(C) running shoes.

 Tuned AIR is based on the „SkySole®“ concept (Skaja and Shorten, 1996); a
thermoformed shoe sole incorporating moulded cushioning elements. This technology was
conceived as a solution to some of the limitations of conventional foam cushioning. The
thermoformed shell (Figure 1A) replaces the foam midsole and acts as a carrier for
hemispherical or hemiellipsoidal spring elements. The hemispherical spring shape, which
provides a smooth displacement profile while minimizing material stresses, was developed
using finite element models (Figure 2). The force-displacement properties of individual
springs can be manipulated („tuned“) by using different materials, or by changing the wall
thickness and geometry of the elements (Figure 3).

Specific applications of biomechanical information during concept development included
the identification of the mechanical problem, the determination of the load distributions and
loading rates that the sole would be required to accommodate and the establishment of target



stiffness distributions. Conventional biomechanical methods were also used in the functional
testing of prototypes.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
NIKE’s Tuned AIR technology was introduced in October 1998. Like most advanced
Research and Development projects in the footwear industry, the path from conception to
product was not a linear one. The original concept was adapted to existing systems and
manufacturing processes by combining SkySole® cushioning elements with NIKE AIR®

technology. The first products used hemispherical springs to distribute cushioning stiffness in
basketball and training shoes (Figure 1 B) and as stabilizing elements in running shoes
(Figure 1 C). More than 60 individuals can rightly claim to have made a significant
contribution to the creation of Tuned AIR products. These include specialists in materials,
design, product development, patents, manufacturing and marketing as well as biomechanics.

DISCUSSION
Of the thousands of new athletic footwear products introduced each year, few (if any) are
driven by biomechanical principles or biomechanists alone. This is more a reflection of the
overall complexity of the product development process than of the importance of the
biomechanist’s role. Indeed, many new athletic footwear products embody some degree of
biomechanical knowledge.

New products do not require the discovery of new biomechanical principles to be
successful. More frequently, the successful incorporation of biomechanical principles into
products is the result of long-term collaboration between biomechanists, designers, product
developers and marketers rather than of specific biomechanical innovations.

REFERENCES
Skaja, J.J. and Shorten, M.R. (1996) Shoe sole component and shoe sole construction

method. US Patent # 5,572,804

A B C

Figure 2: A. Hemispherical spring.
                B. Deformation under normal load.
                C. Stress distribution.

Figure 3:
A & B. Hemispherical springs with

different wall thicknesses.
C. Hemiellipsoidal spring of same wall

thickness as B.



A COMPARISON OF IN VIVO LOCAL METATARSAL DEFORMATION
WEARING TWO DIFFERENT MILITARY BOOTS

A. Arndt, P. Westblad, I. Ekenman and A. Lundberg
Dept. of Orthopedic Surgery, Huddinge University Hospital, 141 86 Huddinge, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of a new boot (model M90) issued to military recruits in Sweden has
been accompanied by a dramatic increase in second metatarsal (MTII) stress fractures.
Fatigue of the plantar musculature, especially the long flexors, has been implied in
increased metatarsal loading during long marches or distance running. In this study in vivo
determination of local bone deformation was combined with the measurement of muscle
activity in an attempt to determine variation in metatarsal loading when wearing two
different military boots (M90 and the previously issued model M59). The aim was to
provide data for describing the etiology of metatarsal stress fractures.

REVIEW AND THEORY

Strain gauge instrumented staples have previously been successfully applied for
measuring local bone deformation in human tibiae (Ekenman et al., 1998). Their
applicability to considerably less robust bones such as the human MTII was ascertained in
a previous in vitro study with chicken tibiae. The linearity of the staple measured signal
relative to surface deformation was R²  = 0.994 ± 0.002 (Arndt et al., submitted). Human
metatarsal loads have been presented before. The studies concerned utilized
biomechanical modeling (Gross and Bunch, 1989) or in vitro measurements (Sharkey et
al., 1995) and were therefore, restricted in the presentation of temporal deformation
patterns or accurate differences between experimental treatments. These two studies
reported dorsal MTII compression strains of approximately 6600 µε in distance running
and 1700 µε in a simulation of stance phase respectively. This discrepancy appears large
despite the different conditions investigated and direct in vivo determination of loading
was seen as a means of illuminating the precise range in which loading occurs.
The hypothesis was that greater local metatarsal strain would be measured when wearing
model M90 than M59, especially after a fatigue treatment and that any increase in strain
was dependent upon fatigue parameters.

PROCEDURES

A titanium staple instrumented with a uniaxial strain gauge was inserted in the dorsal
aspect of the MTII under local anesthetic. One subject walked on a treadmill for 30
minutes wearing a 20 kg backpack. Three data recordings (15 s, 11 – 13 steps) were taken
before and two after this treatment in both boot models. Wire electrode electromyography
(EMG) was employed for measuring flexor digitorum longus (FDL) activity. Static
maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) were performed prior to the walking protocol for
subsequent calculation of muscle activation amplitude (%MVC). EMG and strain gauge
signals were synchronized and sampled at 1000 Hz. EMG analysis included calculation of
mean power frequency (MPF) and amplitude (%MVC). Statistical significance (α ≤ 0.05)
of differences between boots and before and after 30 minutes walking were tested for with
a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey Kramer HSD analysis.



RESULTS

Temporal deformation patterns when wearing military boots differed from barefoot in that
a double compression peak was seen during the stance phase as compared to only one
barefoot (Arndt et al., 1999). The first of these peaks (comp. 1) was of longer duration
(approx. 380 ms) whereas the second (comp. 2; approx. 150 ms) during later stance was
shorter and of lesser amplitude (figure 1A). Comp.1 pre-treatment was significantly
greater in the M59 boot. After 30 minutes walking it had, however, increased significantly
in the M90 but decreased for the M59 (not significant). Fatigue has previously been
shown to increase EMG signal amplitude and decrease its frequency component. After 30
minutes walking FDL exhibited significantly increased signal amplitude in both boot
models and this difference was greater in the M90. No significant changes were seen in
MPF (figure 1B).

Figure 1. A: Dorsal MTII strain measured in two boots before and after 30 minutes
treadmill walking. B: EMG amplitude and frequency changes recorded in the
flexor digitorum longus. Stars indicate statistically significant differences.

DISCUSSION

The results showed a significant increase in the major compression peak (comp. 1) in the
M90 boots after walking only 30 minutes with a backpack whereas a decrease in this
parameter was recorded in the M59 boots. The new M90 boot is generally regarded as
providing the wearer greater comfort, partly due to a more flexible outer sole underneath
the metatarsal-phalangeal joints. An explanation for the greater loading is that the stiffer
sole of the M59 boots assists the plantar structures of the foot in limiting dorsal metatarsal
bending moments. The fact that metatarsal loading in the M59 was significantly greater
prior to fatigue, however, indicated that the stiffer sole had no role in directly resisting
dorsal bone deformation. The support provided by the sole appears significant only with
fatigue of the plantar musculature.
Basic data describing MTII deformation while walking in military boots was presented
together with a theory for the greater incidence of stress fractures in certain models.

REFERENCES

Arndt A. et al. Submitted, J. Biomechanics.
Arndt A. et al. Abstract, ISB Calgary,1999.
Ekenman I. et al. Foot Ankle Int. 19(7), 479-84, 1998.
Gross and Bunch. Am. J. Sports Med. 17(5), 669-674, 1989.
Sharkey N. et al. J. Bone Joint Surg. 77-A, 1050-1057, 1995.
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SHOE DESIGN AND LATERAL STABILITY IN FLOORBALL

E. Avramakis, A. Stacoff,  E. Stüssi
Laboratory for Biomechanics, Dept. of Materials, ETH Zürich, Schlieren, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION

Floorball (Unihockey) is one of the youngest indoor sports with a high incidence of various forms of lateral
cutting movements. To improve lateral ankle stability and to decrease the risk of injury, floorball players often
wear high-cut shoes and/or braces (Avramakis et al., 1999). The purpose of this study was to quantify the lateral
stability of high-cut versus low-cut shoes during two typical floorball cutting  movements, the forward-sideward
cutting movement (FSC) and the sideward cutting movement (SC).

PREVIEW AND THEORY

Lateral cutting movements are very frequent in a number of sports activities (Stacoff et al., 1996). Typically,
during such a movement, the medial side of the shoe sole touches the ground first, producing a large lever
relative to the subtalar joint axis and subsequently a large supinating movement. In the attempt to reduce
oversupination a number of ankle stabilization devices such as ankle braces, taping and various shoe sole designs
have been tested in previous studies (Bunch et al., 1985, Laughman et al., 1980). Further improvements were
reported with a reduced shoe sole thickness and anisotropic sole properties (Stacoff et al, 1996). However, little
is known about the systematic influence of high-cut versus low-cut shoes on the heel inside the shoe during the
execution of a typical floorball sideward cutting movements.

PROCEDURES

A two-dimensional motion analysis was performed using a Locam camera (200 fps) and Kistler force plate
(1000Hz) for data capture. Twelve healthy male subjects playing floorball 6 hours a week (av. 22 yr., height
177cm ±5, bodyweight 70kg±5.7) were recorded performing the two typical floorball sideward cutting
movements. The FSC movement consisted of a straight run-up of 5-7 steps onto the force platform where a
lateral cutting movement of 110°-130° was executed. In the SC movement the subjects moved laterally onto the
force platform then were side-cutting back in the direction of the run-up. In total, each subject performed six test
movements onto the force platform in a competitive manner with two types of shoes (adidas worldteam low-cut
and high-cut with identical shoe sole properties) as well as barefoot for comparison. Windows were cut out at the
heel counter of the shoes to make heel movement inside the shoe visible in the frontal plane. Test variables were
(a) the maximum range of supination of the Achilles tendon angle, (b) the maximum ground reaction forces in

the vertical direction Fz , and the resultant force 2
y

2
xR FFF += . Supination differences were tested using a

nonparametric test (Wilcoxon), force differences by using the t-test at p<0.05.

RESULTS

Fig. 1: Maximal range of motion of the Achilles
tendon angle under different conditions

Fig. 2: Maximal vertical force Fz and maximal
resultant force FR (BW=body weight)
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Achilles tendon angle
Figure 1 shows that during SC movements shoe and heel supination were significantly increased compared with
FSC movements. During the FSC movement the test subjects supinated with both shoe types, but pronated when
performing the test barefoot; two subjects pronated inside the high-cut shoe. Heel supination was significantly
reduced by an average of 80% (from 16.8°±7.7° (low-cut) to 3.0°±8.8° (high-cut)). During the SC movement the
test subjects supinated with both shoes as well as barefoot. Heel supination was reduced significantly by an
average of  50% (from 23.7°±9.7° (low-cut) to 12.3°±4.6° (high-cut)) using the high-cut  shoe compared to the
low-cut shoe.

Forces
Figure 2 shows that during SC movement the maximum vertical forces were significantly decreased compared
with FCS movements. The highest vertical forces were observed in the barefoot condition (significant to high-
cut shoes). Also significant were the FR forces of both shoes compared to barefoot. All other comparisons
between test conditions were not significant.

Correlation coefficients between (a) maximum supination and bodyweight and (b) maximum supination and
body height were calculated for the movement with largest supination (SC). The coefficients were (a) r= 0.75
and (b) r=0.88. This indicated that maximum supination in SC movements may partially be related to
bodyweight and height.

DISCUSSION

Heel supination inside the shoe can be significantly reduced when wearing high-cut shoes (compared to low-cut
shoes) in floorball cutting movements. This result confirmed previous investigations of other sports activities.
Thus, it may postulated that in floorball the risk of ankle injury can be reduced not only by using braces, but also
by using high-cut shoes.

As expected the magnitude of supination depended on the direction of movement. It was larger in SC move-
ments compared to FSC movements. It can be argued that in the SC movement the shoe sole (i.e. the shoe sole
thickness) played an important role as an acting lever about the subtalar joint axis. However, it was not expected
that all test subjects would pronate in the barefoot condition. This lead to the suggestion that the subjects adapted
their movement patterns not only to the type of cutting movement, but also to the shoe condition.

Furthermore, the results suggested that maximum supination may be related to bodyweight and height. This
opens the possibility that the design of floorball shoes may be tuned towards individual demands.

High force values of 4-5 BW were recorded in the FSC movement which suggested that the cushioning
properties of the sole should be improved in future floorball shoes. Additionally, a “whipping action” of the
Achilles tendon was observed in some test subjects at the same time as the maximum vertical force occurred.
This Achilles tendon whipping action has previously been observed during running by Clement et al. (1984) and
was suggested to be related with Achilles tendon problems. Thus, a future floorball shoe sole design should have
a combination of properties: First, a sole material which is effective in reducing vertical loads (e.g. at the
Achilles tendon), and secondly, which can reduce the acting lever relative to the subtalar joint axis.

CONCLUSIONS

The two forms of lateral cutting movements showed opposite effects on supination and ground reaction forces.
The consequences for future floorball shoe design can be summarized as follows:
(a) a high-cut upper to reduce supination;
(b) a shoe sole design with a combination of shoe sole properties: First, a sole material which is effective in

reducing vertical loads and secondly, a sole construction which is effective to increase lateral stability.
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A NON-LINEAR HYPERELASTIC FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF ENERGY RETURN
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INTRODUCTION
Sport surfaces and shoes are constructed with the intention to reduce excessive loading and improve
performance. Using a discrete non-linear viscoelastic model, the energy return from a running shoe
during one step was estimated to be in the order of 10 J (Shorten, 1993). A recent pilot study using a
3-D finite element model (Baroud et al., 1999) has confirmed the above results. Approximately 95%
of the energy conserved in a sport surface and/or shoe can be returned to the athlete. Due to the short
contact times in running, the elastic response of the surface and/or shoe material was found to be
dominant over the creep response. Therefore, the elastic response of the sport surface/shoe system is
the critical variable for determining their mechanical behavior. An adequate material model of
elastomers used for sport shoes and/or surfaces is of importance for understanding and determining
their mechanical characteristics (energy storage and return, frequency of energy return, cushioning).
A satisfactory 3-D numerical model would provide an approach to determine and evaluate concepts
in sport shoes and/or surfaces. Therefore, the purposes of this study were,
1. To develop a 3-D finite elements (FE) model of a sport shoe and surface using a generalized

model for compressible hyperelastic materials,
2. To determine parameters of hyperelasticity for several materials used for sport surfaces and

shoes, and
3. To use the FE analysis to quantify the energy characteristics of conventional and new design

surface/shoe systems.

METHOD
NON-LINEAR HYPERELASTICITY FOR CELULLAR ELASTOMERS: Elastomers used in sport
surfaces and shoes can deform elastically up to large strains and permit large volumetric changes due
to their porous structure. Furthermore, cellular elastomers exhibit under tension different material
behavior from their behavior under compression. The mechanical behavior of such materials are
described in term of  “strain energy potential functions”, W.  Based on a generalized energy function
W for isotropic compressible material (Goerke et al., 1995), 3-D deformation laws were generated
for several materials used in sport surfaces and shoes (eq.1).
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C is the Right Cauchy-Green strain tensor (Truesdell et al., 1992) which is defined in terms of the
deformation gradient tensor F, C F F= T . (2)



The stresses (2nd Piola-Kirschhoff’s stress tensor T) are determined by
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS: Applying these deformation laws, the energy characteristics of
conventional and structural surface and shoe systems were investigated using the FE analysis (fig 1).
Based on quasi-static uni-axial compression, confined compression, and tension tests, the material
parameters in eq.1 were identified. Finally, the energy return of the structural surface/shoe
combination was determined under actual loading. The 3-D ground
reaction forces used in the FE simulation were measured from one
subject during forefoot running over a Kistler force platform.
ENERGY AND PERFORMANCE: The energy conservation and return
E(t) during stance were calculated by the volume integral of the strain
energy function over the body Ω of the surface and shoe, respectively.

    E(t) W( ,t) d= ∫∫∫ x Ω
Ω

(4)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical results were experimentally verified using a conventional surface design, and a very
good agreement with the force-displacement curves was found. 3-D FE simulations using the new
surface also confirmed the results of studies regarding the
improvement of energy return (Baroud et al., 1999). A normalized
typical energy conservation curve for a sport surface is illustrated in
fig 2. The conventional shoe/surface system exhibited a rather limited
capacity to deform and consequently, to store and return energy. The
energy return for the new structural surface/shoe combination, which
was about 14 Joules, was more than 14 times higher than that of the
conventional shoe/surface system. This corresponded to about 3% of
the average energy expenditure per step during middle distance
running (Nigg et al., 1992). The agreement between numerical and
experimental results for a sport surface and/or shoe is much better using the proposed hyperelastic
than linear elastic material models. Implementing a hyperelastic and, in the future, time-dependent
behavior, will contribute to reliable numerical results. The generalized 3-D material model, together
with FE modeling presented in this study provides a means to theoretically examine different designs
of sport surfaces and/or shoes with respect to their energy storage and return and/or cushioning
potential. Construction results need to be verified experimentally since it is not possible to predict
how the human body will react to new surfaces and/or shoes. Two aspects which need to be
considered further are the frequency of the energy return and the cushioning properties of surfaces
and shoes. Since these parameters are coupled with the ability of a surface to deform and return
energy, it appears that energy return and cushioning may be coupled into an appropriate concept for
constructing sport shoes and surfaces.
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A FOOTWEAR TRACTION MEASURING DEVICE
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents details on a computer controlled traction device that measures the
translation force or rotational torque developed between footwear and natural or artificial
surfaces. Its design is based on the traditional methods used in soil mechanics to determine
the direct shear force of a soil where known horizontal displacements are imposed at the
interface while its vertical displacement is measured (Lambe & Whitman, 1979).

REVIEW AND RATIONALE

Numerous methods have been used to measure either the translation or rotational traction
between footwear and surfaces (Nigg & Yeadon 1987; Nigg, 1990; Baker & Canaway,
1993; Valiant, 1994). However, most of the research has involved court shoes and
artificial surfaces and little research has examined the mechanical properties associated
with traction of footwear on natural surfaces (Milburn & Barry, 1998). The exception to
this is a device designed at the Nike Sports Research Laboratory (NSRL) tested footwear
while separately translating or rotating (Valiant, 1990).

Nigg (1990) questioned the relevance of current laboratory-based test procedures
although Frederick, (1993) believed traction measurements made from carefully designed
mechanical devices were preferred to the use of human subjects because of reduced
variability in the results. The present paper suggests that the RMIT traction device, whose
design is based on the mechanics and control of a direct shear test machine used in
finding the mechanical properties of soil, would provide the required mechanical care.
Furthermore, the proposed data reduction techniques provide interface material traction
behaviour properties that can be used to establish whether the particular manoeuvre will
elicit grip or slip.
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method used to impart either translation or rotation to the footwear was similar to the
NSRL device, however, its slide rate and displacement were precisely controlled.
Furthermore, the vertical displacement of the boot was measured as it slid over the test
surface. The main components of the device were: a weight lifting frame and support
table; a vertical shaft holding the weights and boot that were fixed to a sliding plate; the
step motor drives that separately translated or rotated the vertical shaft; the surface
sample box clamped to a Kistler force plate; and the software and hardware control of the
step motors, force plate and vertical displacement transducer by an IBM PC (Figure 1).
Precise sliding displacements are imparted to the boot by the sliding plate, precision
screw thread shaft, and step motor. Similarly, precise angular displacements can be
applied through a reduction gear train and a second step motor. The clamping frame was
bolted to a 900mm x 600mm Kistler force plate that rigidly held the timber box and its
surface sample and ultimately measured the traction force. The traction data was fitted by
a non-linear regression analysis technique using exponential models used in



(Wong, 1989). They have been used in this research in a similar way to obtain the
maximum traction force and other boot/surface interface parameters (Barry &  Milburn,
in press).

Figure 1:  The RMIT boot/surface traction test device

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of a test provide interface material traction force-displacement curves, which
provide particular interface parameters, namely, the maximum traction force, the
displacements to pertinent traction forces, and the overall stiffness of the interface
materials. The vertical displacement determines whether the boot was bedding in or rising
from the surface during the slide. If the test load conditions are representative of the
particular manoeuvre the interface characteristics obtained can be compared to the ground
reaction force characteristics of the manoeuvre to establish whether the footwear will gain
adequate grip or instead slip.  Each footwear-surface combination will have unique
interface properties, therefore, research into each combination would be necessary to gain
an understanding of their properties. Typical traction results for football boots bearing on
sand and turf are to be presented.
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A MECHANISM EXPLAINING TRACTION OF FOOTWEAR
ON NATURAL SURFACES
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INTRODUCTION
The classical laws of friction do not apply to footwear sliding on artificial and natural
surfaces (Valiant, 1993; de Lange & Winkelmolan, 1995).  They only apply to two dry
solid metallic surfaces sliding over each other. This has been known for more than fifty
years, since early work on rubber tyres tested on concrete and varnished wood (Derieux
1934), yet their application continues to be reported in the scientific and promotional
literature.  This paper presents research from tribology (Czichos, 1986) and soil mechanics
(Lambe & Whitman, 1979) to explain how traction is developed for footwear sliding on
natural field surfaces.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Friction has been the subject of intensive study since the early investigations of da Vinci,
Amontons, Coulomb and Euler (Dawson, 1979). At the molecular level, even smooth,
solid surfaces have valleys and ridges or asperities, and at a given instant some of these
asperities will be touching (Figure 1). How these asperities respond to each other when
sliding depends on their respective material deformation properties. For inelastic materials
like polymers, viscoelastic, viscoplastic, and relaxation effects, lead to a time-dependence
of the contact area and hysteresis losses associated with the loading-unloading cycles
(Czichos, 1986). Analytical research into friction attributed this to a complex molecular-
mechanical interaction between the contacting surfaces.  This complex interaction was
thought to be due to a multitude of factors, including, the combined effects of asperity
deformation, ploughing by hard surface asperities and wear particles, and adhesion
between flat surfaces.  Despite considerable experimental and analytical research, no
„simple“ theoretical model has been developed to calculate the friction between two given
surfaces (Suh & Sin, 1981; Czichos, 1986).

Figure 1:  Smooth surfaces in contact Figure 2: Particulate nature of soil

Outsoles have various patterns or cleat configurations that interact with either artificial
turf or natural turf made of particles of soil and grass. While the mechanism of traction
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would be different, the mechanisms used to explain dry friction could provide the basis to
explain the mechanisms associated with field footwear-surface interaction.

Soils have a particulate structure (Figure 2) consisting of discrete particles that are not
strongly bonded together and are relatively free to move with respect to each other. Natural
surfaces are usually subjected to rain so the pore space between the soil particles can be
partly filled with water and what space remained would be filled with air depending upon
the degree of saturation of the pore space.  When a load is applied to the soil surface
through the outsole and cleats, the soil resists the applied loads by developing contact
forces wherever they touch at their asperities.  There are a large number of contacts within
a soil mass - about five million contacts within one cubic centimetre of fine sand, for
example. At each contact, the particles respond by deforming in three ways: compressing,
bending, and sliding. Deformation due to sliding is usually the most significant, and is
nonlinear and irreversible, making the load-deformation behaviour of soil nonlinear and
irreversible as well (Lambe & Whitman, 1979). Because sliding between particles
predominates, the mechanisms used to explain dry friction can been applied to soils.

The external forces that cause sliding within soils are resisted by friction and bonding
forces between the particles.  If the applied forces become sufficiently large, failure of the
soil mass may occur when the contact resistance (friction and bonding) reaches its limit
and the soil mass as whole slides.  The plane connecting all the particles where failure has
occurred is know as the failure or slip plane, and unlike solid surfaces, where it
corresponds to the plane between the surfaces, the failure plane in soils is not predefined.
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A device has been designed to measure the traction load-deformation properties at the
footwear-surface interface (Barry & Milburn, in press). The load-deformation curves for
three surfaces tested were typically non-linear and the data fitted with exponential
functions as used in terramechanics. They provided interface parameters, namely, the
maximum traction force, the displacements corresponding to pertinent traction forces,
and the overall stiffness of the interface materials.  In the case of footwear sliding on
sand, the failure surface was clearly observable at the end of the test. The imprint left by
the foremost cleats projecting from the outsole indicated that these cleats ‘piggybacked’
on the failure wedge of sand. For the turf samples, the failure surface was not obvious.
The binding of the grass roots and/or Netlon mesh distributed throughout the rootzone
would affect the traction mechanism. The traction force continued to increase rather than
reaching a maximum as the footwear slid forward 20mm while bedding into the surface,
further complicating the description of traction.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HEEL-BASED REPLACEMENT INSOLES ON THE
KINETICS AND KINEMATICS OF LOCOMOTION

N. Benjuya, Biomechanics Laboratory, Kaye College of Education, Beersheva, ISRAEL

INTRODUCTION
A new, over-the-counter, in-shoe orthotic with a unique, spring-based design was evaluated
for shock absorbency, other biomechanical variables, and muscle activation patterns. The
data was then used to determine the relationship between the stiffness of the metal springs
and other parameters, such as footwear type and user weight.

REVIEW and THEORY
The collision of the foot with the ground usually takes place at the heel, especially during
running, and generates an impact force that is 2-3 times the body weight. This impact force
generates an impulse wave (IW) of very short duration (20 sec) that travels through the
musculoskeletal system. The IW is believed to cause various injuries, such as fatigue/stress
fractures (Finestone et al., 1997), shin splints (Shorten et al., 1992), lower back pain
(Voloshin & Wosk, 1982), and osteoarthritis (Shorten et al., 1992). The extrinsic factors
affecting the magnitude of IW, such as running speed, shoe construction, and surface gradient,
are often measured using accelerometers and force platforms. Recent reports have also
focused on the intrinsic factors, such as muscular activity and joint kinematics. Until today,
only a few studies have considered the effect of an insole on reducing IW by extending the
duration of the impact phase.

In the present study, the influence of a newly designed shoe orthotic—a spring-based heel cup
(Springsoles®), by Springco Ltd. of Israel—on both the intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of the
lower extremity is described. It was hypothesized that metal leaf springs arranged similarly to
a pennate muscle fiber and situated in heel cups that are individually adjusted for spring
stiffness can lower muscle activation, thereby contributing to shock dissipation and
improving stability at the heel.

METHOD
Four, injury-free subjects weighing between 70-83 kg were asked to walk and run over a force
platform (OR6-5-AMTI, MA, USA) under three test conditions: 1. Barefoot (B), 2. Wearing
commercially available running shoes (S), and 3. Wearing the spring-based heel-cup (O) with
a tight sock only and no shoe. The ground reaction forces (GRF) were collected at a sampling
frequency of 1000Hz. Surface EMG (SEMG) was recorded from two knee antagonists—rectus
femoris (RF) and biceps femoris (H)—and two ankle antagonists—tibialis anterior (TA) and
lateral gastrocnemius (GAS). The SEMG signals were treated first by the preamplifier based
on the electrode leads and then filtered (15-500 Hz, CMMR 110 dB, with a gain of 412) and
digitized (12 bits sampled at 1 KHz). Both SEMG and GRF were recorded continuously on a
portable data logger (Mega Electronics Ltd., Kuopio, Finland). During the trials, the subjects
were video taped for post-test analysis (Winanalyze, Mikromak, gmbh).

Each subject performed two walking trials and two running trials under each of the three
conditions. The subjects were trained to ensure consistency in the cadence and stride length.

The variables examined were: a) Angle (maximum knee flexion during single support), b)
Time (time to maximum knee flexion during swing), c) P1 (weight acceptance-breaking
phase of Fy of GRF), d) Ag/Ang-agonist/antagonist ratio (SEMG of Q/H activity at the knee
and TA/GAS at the ankle). For reliability, the subjects replicated measurements made under
the same conditions; these measurements were then compared across subjects to assess the
functionality of the spring-based heel-cup with similar user weights.



RESULTS

   Angle  (deg)     Time   (sec)        P1    (N)          Q/H Ta/GAS
r w r w r w r w r w

B 117
(33)

127
(2)

0.32
(0.2)

0.64
(0.15)

170/60 130/120 1 1 1 _

S 129
(5.6)

130
(3.5)

0.18
(0.13)

0.75
(0.22)

120/75 140/140 2 1/3 1 2

O 127
(4.4)

126
(2.1)

0.33
(0.3)

0.60
(0.43)

140/60 160/130 1 3 3 2/3

Table: Variable values for each test condition for running [r] and walking [w] with standard
deviations [sd]

The table provides the mean values for the four subjects from two walks and two runs for the
three test conditions (B,S, and O). In addition (not reported here) the Fz records of the IW as
the first peak were noted throughout the test.

DISCUSSION
It was striking that sagittal plane knee and ankle kinematics were affected under the O
condition similarly to the S condition: both conditions were significantly different from the B
condition in both walking and running. Joint motion has been found to decrease the IW
measured between the tibia and the head (Paul et al.,1978). This study found that the angle of
the ankle and hip were altered by the S and O test conditions.

During the walking trials, the subjects increased the H activity with S but decreased it during
the O condition. Conversely, Q activity followed an opposite pattern, by increasing. It might
be that during the S condition, the subjects needed to decelerate the shank more than during
the other conditions. However, this hypothesis does not explain how minimum activity
occurs during the O condition. During the running trials, this strategy altered: there was less
need for deceleration (H activity) during the S condition, whereas the B condition used the
most H activity due to switch in the target joint to absorb the shock..

Increased stiffness and co-contraction of the antagonist in the ankle took place in S, less in
O, and almost not at all during the running trials of the B condition. The trend was opposite
in the knee, showing that the strategy of the subjects was to absorb the shock at the knee
when barefoot and at the ankle when shoed. This strategy accounts to some extent for the
ratio between P1 (the breaking phase) and P2 (the propulsion phase) of Fy.

To summarize, only the O condition acted like the S in eliminating the Fz transients,
decreasing the breaking phase (P1) of the Fy, and increasing the propulsion phase (P2). The
S and O promoted similar changes on the knee musculature, but the O condition reduced co-
contraction distinctly more than the S condition. The tested O, with its spring stiffness
adjusted to the user’s weight, the footwear’s midsole hardness (a function of whether the
footwear is a dress shoe, army boot, etc.), and the intended activity (walking, running,
jumping), can provide some energy return and contribute to the much-needed cushioning at
the heel of any shoe, improving both stability and comfort.
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DURING SLIDING ON TENNIS CLAY COURT

O. Bloch, W. Potthast and G.-P. Brüggemann
Institute for Athletics and Gymnastics

German Sports University Cologne, Germany

INTRODUCTION

When evaluating the uses of insole pressure distribution measurement systems it is clear that these
systems are commonly used  for the purpose of designing shoes based on typical movements or
patient groups (e.g. Mc Poil 1988; Kastenbauer et al. 1998; Birke, Foto, Deepak, Watson 1994).

Surprisingly these measurement systems are not often used to describe typical sport movements (z.B.
Mester, DeMarees 1986; Milani, Hennig 1994). The aim of this study was to examine the sliding
movement of tennis during baseline hits on a sand tennis court and to determine the influence of the
shoe on various tennis movements.

PROCEDURES

For this study 9 male and 8 female high level tennis players were instructed to hit alternating
forehand backhand baseline hits. The balls were hit wide so that the subjects could slide during each
hit. A minimum of 3 sets each consisting of 10 hits were performed by each subject while wearing
one of three pairs of shoes.

Pedar insoles were used for data collection and analysis as were Pedar and Novel software. The
analysis of the insoles was divided into 3 areas and 12 masks.

Figure 1: 3 pressure masks Figure 2: 12 pressure masks

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the pressure distribution data with the foot divided into 3 areas shows that a pressure shift
occurs from the back and middle foot to the forefoot during sliding (fig.3). This was seen in all 3 test shoes.
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Figure 3: peak pressure history

The analysis of the pressure distribution when the foot was divided into 12 sections shows that in
addition to the forward pressure shift that there is also a pressure shift from lateral to medial (fig. 4).

Figure 4: peak pressure

An ANOVA was used to show that there were significant differences (p<0.05) among the shoes.
Significant differences could not be identified with regards to sex or stroke variations.
Sliding on a sand tennis court is a controlled braking for the tennis player and can often be seen
during tennis games. Because of this it is important for high level tennis players to master this type of
movement.
From the possible factors the only one to show a significant difference were the shoes. Because
neither stroke variation nor sex was shown to be significant it can be concluded that the shoes may
play an important role in the learning and control of sliding in Tennis.
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THE INFLUENCE OF DAILY ACTIVITY MOVEMENT PATTERNS ON THE
IN-SHOE PLANTAR PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN

D. Borges Machado1 and E. M. Hennig2

Universität Konstanz1, Universität-GH Essen2 / Germany

INTRODUCTION
The goal of this study was to analyze the in-shoe pressure distribution patterns of 38 children
during three different movement tasks: walking, straight running and running along a slalom
course. 38 children performed all types of movement in three different shoe conditions: Two
types of casual footwear and a running shoe. However, in this manuscript, only the results for the
pressures in the running shoe (Nike Air Max Triax III) will be presented.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Force plate measurements provide information about the ground reaction forces and the center of
pressure during various kinds of movements. However, they do not give information about
mechanical loads under the different anatomical foot structures. The major advantage of
measuring in-shoe plantar pressures is the possibility to get information about the interaction
between foot and shoe. A comparison of plantar pressures during barefoot walking from children
vs. adults has been given by Hennig et al.  (1994).  This study revealed for the school children
substantially lower peak pressures under all anatomical regions. No differences between boys and
girls (6-10 years old) were found. For walking, Pisciotta et al. (1994) investigated the plantar
pressures from 168 children, who were divided into different age groups from 1 to 5 years. The
authors found significant foot pressure differences in comparison with adult patterns. The
researchers also found that a mature pressure pattern, similar to those from adults, but lower in
magnitude, can already be seen by the age of 4. No in-shoe pressures for children during different
kinds of  everyday movements have yet been analysed. Therefore, this study looked at the
influence of the type of movement on the pressures under the feet of school children.

PROCEDURES
An in-shoe capacitive transducer (Pedar System, Novel, Munich) with 84 sensor elements was
used to measure 38 children (22 boys and 16 girls) at an age from 8 to 11 years (mean age 9,5
years) during walking, running and a slalom task. Because it is difficult for children to adjust to a
certain movement velocity, an adult always ran beside them, to guarantee a similar speed for all
subjects. Pressures were measured under both feet. For each type of movement data from three
repeated trials, each resulting in at least three ground contacts, were collected. Dividing the foot
into 10 anatomical regions, data were processed with the Novel-Win program. The anatomical
regions were: medial and lateral heel (MH, LH) and midfoot (MM, LM), metatarsal heads I, II,
and III-V (MI, MII, MIII-V), hallux (H) and toes II and III-V (TII, TIII-V). For each subject the
pressure parameter values from left and right foot across all ground contacts from all trials were
averaged and used for further statistical evaluation (ANOVA). The relative loads refer to the
force time integral of each anatomical region as a percentage of the total impulse across all foot
regions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The peak pressures under the feet of children are substantially lower than those found for adults
(Hennig et al., 1994). As seen in figure 1, the peak pressures during walking are considerably
smaller than those for running.



 Figure 1: Peak pressures during walking, running and running along an obstacle course (slalom)

MH LH MM LM MI MII MIII-V H TII TIII-V
Walk 219,4 213,1 45,7 52,6 141,4 126,0 114,1 147,7 112,1 85,6
Run 259,3 254,9 66,6 78,4 205,6 189,1 175,3 190,4 177,6 133,3

Peak
Pressures
in kPa Slalom 238,1 234,2 72,7 89,5 229,8 195,6 158,6 218,2 172,1 128,6

Walk 23,0 21,5 1,5 3,0 15,5 9,9 12,7 6,7 3,3 2,8
Run 12,1 11,3 2,0 3,8 20,1 14,3 17,2 7,7 6,2 5,4

Relative
Load
in % Slalom 12,5 11,5 2,4 4,6 18,3 13,2 17,1 9,3 5,6 5,5
Table 1: Peak plantar pressures and relative loads for different movements in a running shoe

Between straight running and running along the obstacle course similar peak pressure magnitudes
can be observed. However, higher rearfoot peak pressures during running are contrasted by
higher midfoot pressures during the slalom. In the forefoot region higher peak pressures in the
medial forefoot are observed for running the obstacle course, probably a consequence of the
involvement of medial forefoot structures in changing movement direction.
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FOREFOOT PLANTAR PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INSIDE THE SOCCER
BOOT DURING RUNNING

V.R.Coyles and M.J.Lake
Research Institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences, Liverpool John Moores University, UK.

INTRODUCTION
Little research has examined the distribution of loading under the foot in cleated
footwear, even though they are typically poorly cushioned and there is potential for
localised pressure at cleat locations. In-shoe plantar pressure measurements were
recorded during treadmill and overground running in subjects wearing soccer boots with
different cleat configurations. Pressure distribution across the forefoot differed between
surfaces, but localised loading tended to be related to individual forefoot structure rather
than cleat positioning.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Incidences of foot pain in soccer have been found to coincide, in many cases, with the
positioning of cleats on the boot outsole, particularly in the regions of the medial and
lateral metatarsal-phalangeal joints (Lafortune, 1998). Although no definite relationship
has been established, cleat configuration, penetration and sole plate stiffness have been
identified as factors that may elevate pressure (Shorten, 1998; Majid and Bader, 1993).
The aim of this investigation was to determine whether localised in-shoe pressure
differences could be identified in different commercially available soccer boot outsole
designs, taking into consideration individual foot structure.

PROCEDURES
Eight healthy males (UK size 8 feet) ran on a motorised treadmill and on natural turf at
a speed of 4.5m/s, wearing three different types of soccer boot. The boots all differed in
cleat dimensions and configurations. Plantar pressures were measured using footscan®
insoles (RSscan International, Belgium). The insoles were 1.5mm thick, plastic coated
and shaped specifically for the boots examined. There were approximately 4 pressure
sensors per cm2, and the  sampling frequency was 500Hz. Five foot contacts were
analysed for averaging purposes. The first (M1), second (M2) and fifth (M5) metatarsal
heads were palpated whilst loaded under normal body weight. These positions were
marked on the skin and a photograph taken of the plantar surface (Figure 1(a)). Cleat
positions and key foot structures were identified for each boot and individual subject,
respectively (Figure 1(b)).

Figure 1(a): Set-up for plantar surface                   Figure 1(b):  Example of foot
photograph.                                           structure and cleat position.

M1M5Perspex sheet

Digital camera

Foot loaded and
confined to shape
of boot



Peak pressure and load rate were analysed for the key foot structures, by masking each
area from the pressure images.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Generally, despite the different outsole designs, neither peak pressures or load rates
from the forefoot, could significantly differentiate between the three boots (p>0.05) (see
figure 2).

Figure 2: Typical forefoot peak pressure and load rates for one subject.

The distribution of forefoot loading was significantly different on the turf compared to
the treadmill, with the magnitude of loading being lower. Treadmill running does not
therefore reflect the forefoot loading patterns experienced on turf, where cleat
penetration occurs. This suggests that any in-shoe analysis of cleated soccer boots
should be undertaken on natural turf. For some subjects and boot conditions, M1 and
M5 were directly over cleat locations (e.g. figure 1(b)), but this did not consistently
result in elevated pressures at those locations, compared to other boot conditions where
M1 and M5 were not directly above a cleat. The pressure distribution was mainly
related to individual foot and landing characteristics and the surface, but no relation was
found with boot conditions. This may be explained by some similarity in number (11 to
13) and location of the cleats on the outsoles. For the boots examined, the combined
influence of both sufficient cleat number and sufficient outsole plate stiffness may have
been adequate to distribute the pressure across the forefoot, as predicted by Shorten
(1998). Future studies will investigate localised forefoot loading in soccer boots of
greater variation in outsole design.
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TIMING OF LOWER EXTREMITY MOTIONS DURING BAREFOOT AND SHOD
RUNNING AT THREE DIFFERENT VELOCITIES

D.De Clercq, B.De Wit
Movement and sport sciences, University Gent,  Belgium, B – 9000

INTRODUCTION
This study investigates the timing differences between subtalar and knee joint movement of nine
male subjects while running barefoot and shod at three different velocities. An alternative
approach is used by dividing the pronation curve into three phases. Consequently, the temporal
coupling between knee flexion-extension and pro-supination was evaluated upon the total
maximum pronation phase (MPP), and not only upon the event of maximum pronation.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Bates already suggested that subtalar joint pronation and knee flexion should be synchronous
because, if resupination starts later  than knee extension, this may result in an excessive torsional
load at the knee joint giving rise to overuse injuries (Bates et al, 1979). If the timing is defined by
the events of maximum joint excursion a methodological problem occurs: pro/supination is
characterised by a rather long almost maximal pronation period without an explicit transition
from pronation to supination. Recently, Stergiou and Bates (1997) used a curve analysis
technique to overcome the latter shortcoming and their results suggested that the pronation curves
became more bimodal, correlating with a larger mistiming, when running with harder shoes.
The current study incorporated one methodological evaluation (determination of MPP) and two
experimental factors (barefoot-shod and three running speeds). In barefoot running a larger time
discrepancy was expected because knee extension starts relatively earlier (De Wit 1997) and,
through hardening of the foot-ground  interface, more bimodal pronation curves are expected. As
the dynamics of joint motion are dependent upon running speed, three speeds were investigated.
A simple method to define the whole pronation period (MPP) was used.

PROCEDURES
Nine trained male long distance runners were tested while running barefoot and shod (neutral
jogging shoe; Adidas 033153, T-response) on a 30m indoor runway at 3.5, 4.5 and 5.5 m.s-1.
Sagittal and frontal plane kinematics were obtained at 200 Hz.

Figure 1: the pronation angle curves were divided in three phases (figure 1):  A= initial pronation
phase; B = MPP, where the pronation values are oscillating around the maximum value;  C =
resupination phase, starting with a clear change of the slope. The start and the end point of the
MPP were calculated based on the numerical data.
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RESULTS
For all experimental conditions, the knee angle curves were always unimodal with a minimal
value that can clearly be defined (Tkmin). Extension of the knee starts significantly earlier, both
in the barefoot and the shod condition, than the resupination phase. The time difference is larger
while running barefoot, although no significant main effect of condition is found. Indeed, no
consistency is observed between the individuals concerning the timing of the lower extremity
joint motions comparing the different conditions. For example the resupination phase starts later
in the shod condition than in the barefoot condition for 6 runners, while 3 subjects show the
opposite. Moreover, the largest time discrepancies between knee extension and resupination are
found on the subjects with bimodal pronation curves, independent of the condition. Opposite to
these large inter-individual differences, a small intra-individual variability is observed. When
increasing the velocity, the knee becomes significantly more flexed and extension of the knee
starts, both barefoot and shod, later. No significant effect of velocity is found for the end and
duration (both in % of contact time) of the MPP. But the relative time discrepancy between knee
extension and resupination is significantly reduced with increased velocity.
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Tkmin: time of maximal knee flexion; difference end MPP-Tkmin: a positive value indicates maximum knee flexion occurs earlier than the end of
the maximal pronation platform; GLM:  general linear model at p ≤ 0.05 in SPSS

DISCUSSION
Dividing the pronation curve into three phases and observing the MPP is more appropriate to
examine timing differences than the use of one single event of maximum pronation.
Methodological difficulties to define this event in bimodal rearfoot curves disappear. For both
conditions at the three velocities, knee extension starts significantly earlier than resupination. The
time discrepancies decrease significantly with increased velocity, while no significant difference
was found between the barefoot and the shod condition. However, individual analysis shows that
bimodal pronation curves coincide with larger time differences. A time discrepancy of more than
20 % of contact time was found on all subjects with bimodal pronation curves. Since no effect of
condition or velocity was found on the presence of bimodal curves, it is suggested that these
bimodal curves could be the result of the individual anatomy of the foot/ankle complex. But
further investigation with a larger sample size is necessary to study the relationship between
bimodal pronation curves and the time discrepancy between the lower extremity joint motions.
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HEEL LIFT INFLUENCE ON ACHILLES TENDON LOADING

S.J. Dixon1 and D.G. Kerwin2

1Department of Exercise and Sport Science, University of Exeter, Exeter, EX1 2LU, UK,
2Department of Sports Science, Loughborough University, Leicestershire, LE11 3TU, UK

INTRODUCTION
A non-invasive method for the estimation of Achilles tendon force is described.  Owing to
the common use of heel lift devices in the treatment of Achilles tendon injury, the
methodology is used to investigate the influence of heel lift manipulation on the peak force
and stress experienced by the Achilles tendon in running.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Although it is not known what aspects of tendon loading are of most importance for injury
occurrence, peak force and stress are likely to be influential.  The estimation of Achilles
tendon force using inverse dynamics techniques has previously been described using markers
on the skin covering the Achilles tendon to represent the visually identifed line of action
(Dixon and Kerwin, 1998).  In the present study, the suitability of using skin markers to
represent Achilles tendon orientation is examined using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Heel lifts have been claimed to reduce the occurrence of Achilles tendon injury (Clement et
al., 1984).  However, the mechanim by which this reduction occurs is not known.  The
purpose of this study is to investigate the suitabilty of using skin markers to monitor Achilles
tendon moment arm in running, and to use skin marker methods to assess the influence of
heel lift manipulation on Achilles tendon loading.  It is hypothesised that an increase in heel
lift will reduce the peak force and stress experienced by the Achilles tendon.

PROCEDURES
MRI data were collected for a supine subject for distinct ankle angles ranging from peak
dorsi- to peak plantar-flexion.  The Achilles tendon line of action was defined as a
straight line through the tendon centre in the sagittal plane, and ankle joint centre of
rotation was determined using the full range of joint rotation.  Achilles tendon cross-
sectional area was calculated for the location 5 cm proximal to the tendon insertion
using transverse MRI images.  The MRI data revealed that, owing to the approximately
uniform thickness of soft tissue covering the tendon, markers placed on the posterior of
the lower leg followed the tendon movement.  Ankle joint centre of rotation was found
to be effectively represented using a marker placed on the lateral malleolus.

Running data were collected for seven well-trained subjects. Markers were placed over
the Achilles tendon on the posterior of the lower leg, and on the lateral malleolus.
Subjects performed 10 running trials under each of three heel lift conditions: zero heel
lift; 7.5 mm heel lift and 15 mm heel lift.  Synchronised force plate data at 1000 Hz
(Kistler 9281B12), and kinematic data at 120 Hz (MacReflex, Qualisys AB, Sweden),
were used to calculate sagittal plane ankle joint moments using inverse dynamics
techniques.  Achilles tendon line of action was represented by anterior translation of the
straight line through the tendon markers, based on the marker radius and the distance
from skin surface to Achilles tendon line of action (determined from the MRI data).  A
scaled translation distance was obtained for each individual subject using calliper



measurements of Achilles tendon thickness.  Triceps surae muscle moment values were
divided by corresponding Achilles tendon moment arm lengths to provide Achilles
tendon force throughout ground contact.  Mean values for peak Achilles tendon force,
peak stress, and occurrence time were calculated for each of the heel lifts, and were
compared for the group data using an ANOVA with repeated measures (p<0.05).

RESULTS
Peak Achilles tendon force, peak stress and time of occurrence of peak force for the three
heel lift conditions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1.  Mean values for peak Achilles tendon force and stress for seven subjects (±SD)
Zero Heel Lift 7.5 mm Heel Lift 15 mm Heel Lift

Peak Achilles Tendon
Force (Bodyweights)

11.4 (3.7) 10.9 (3.1) 10.8 (3.0)

Peak Achilles Tendon
Stress (N.m-2 x 106)

72.0 (15.7) 69.3 (15.9) 69.0 (11.8)

Time of Peak Force (ms) 101.1 (10.6) 104.6 (8.8) 106.1 (12.0)

Compared with zero heel lift, both heel lift conditions resulted in a reduction in peak Achilles
tendon force and Achilles tendon stress (non-significant).  The time to peak Achilles tendon
force increased with increased heel lift, with this difference being significant for both the 7.5
mm and 15 mm heel lifts compared with zero heel lift (p<0.05).

DISCUSSION
MRI data have supported the use of skin markers for monitoring Achilles tendon moment
arm in running.  The change in this length with ankle angle variation supports the findings of
Rugg et al. (1990), and illustrates the importance of monitoring the moment arm throughout
ground contact.  Although the hypothesis that peak Achilles tendon force and stress are
reduced for increased heel lift has been supported in the present study, the observed
reductions were not significant.  Additionally, analysis of single subject data revealed varied
responses to heel lift across subjects.  The significant increase in time to peak force suggests
that the rate of loading may be of importance when assessing the mechanism by which heel
lift influences Achilles tendon injury.  This suggestion is supported by single subject
analyses, showing an increase in time of occurrence of peak Achilles tendon force with heel
lift for all seven subjects.  It is concluded that heel lift tends to reduce the average rate of
Achilles tendon loading in running, but that the influence on peak force and stress is subject-
specific.  Based on these findings, reductions in injury occurrence with increased heel lift
may be the result of reduced loading rate.  Alternatively, if peak force is of consequence, the
success of heel lift interventions is likely to be subject-specific.
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METHOD OF EVALUATION OF POWERABSORPTION PROPERTIES OF A
BIOMECHANICAL SYSTEM " LOCOMOTORIUM - SPORTS FOOTWEAR -

ARTIFICIAL COVER "

B. Dychko
Biomechanical group SC "Dynamo", Moscow, Russia

INTRODUCTION
 It’s known, that the mechanical performances of materials of artificial covers (AC) and soles of
sports footwear (SF) influence powerabsorption properties (PP) of a biomechanical system "
locomotorium (L)-SF-AC "(McMahon & Greene 1979, Nigg 1986). This problem practically is
not explored  for movements which begin with a shock forefoot landing though just in such
movements the spring property of the lower finiteness and especially foot is revealed at
maximum. A new method  based on methods of electromechanical analogies (Strett 1955) and
damping oscillations for an evaluation of PP of the above mentioned biosystem was developed
(Dychko 1995).

REVIEW AND THEORY
 It’s known the given biosystem can be simulated by a mechanical oscillatory model with
lumped parameters  in the process of a forefoot landing (Zatciorsky 1981). Such model
represents a mass M on a spring with a stiffness factor K and a damper with factor of damping
R parallel to spring. The performance estimating a degree of accumulation and dispersion of
energy of an elastic strain during operation of a system is necessary for the more full description
of such model. We can solve this problem using a method of electromechanical analogies. The
main point of the method is in the following: in a number of cases the concurrence of the
mathematical equations circumscribing oscillations in a mechanical model and oscillations of a
current in an electrical circuit allows to consider a sequential electrical circuit instead of the
examined mechanical system. In the first system of electromechanical analogies the mass is an
inductance, damper - active resistance, and spring - electrical capacitor. The most important
characteristic  circumscribing  powerabsorption properties of electrical oscillatory circuits is the
Q-factor (Atabekov 1969). The Q-factor numerically is equal to the maximum energy
accumulated in an circuit divided by the energy dispersed for period of resonance oscillations in
the same circuit. Proceeding from the given definition we offer to use “an equivalent
biomechanical Q-factor” (EBQ) for an evaluation of PP of a biomechanical system "L-SF-AC".
The EBQ is determined with use of a method of damping oscillations. The examinee jumps off
from an elevation on a force platform, landing on a force platform on forefoot with preservation
of a pose of landing. The signal from a platform arrives on computer where is treated under the
special software (Dychko 1995).

PROCEDURES
One examinee - man (28 years, 186 cm, 82 kg) without traumas of knee and ankle joints
participates in the experiment. The drop-jumps were executed from heights 15, 20, 25 and 30
cm, till 3 attempts at each height. It was used the SF with a forward part of a sole made of



rubber ( R ) + EVA, R + polyurethane ( PU ), PVC. The force platform made in Russia, had the
following characteristics: total relative error of a measurement of a vertical component force of a
response of a support - no more + \- 1.5 %, own frequency - not less than 300 Hz. Aluminum
was used as a material of a cover. So the hardness of the material of a cover is much greater than
hardness of materials of a forward part of a sole of researched footwear. The outcomes of
experiment are represented in table 1.

H, cm Barefoot PVC R+PU R+EVA
10 1.08 1.69 1.56 1.22
15 1.18 1.61 1.37 1.37
20 1.39 1.42 1.47 1.56
25 1.20 1.31 1.45 1.64

Table 1: Changes of biomechanical Q-factor researched biosystem depending on a material of a
sole and height of a drop-jump.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The minimum figures of EBQ were registered for barefoot drop-jumps on all heights. The figures
EBQ of the biosystem "L-SF-AC" for a sole R + EVA were increasing during the process of
making the heights of drop-jumps greater. For SF with a sole PVC the inverse relation was
registered. The maximum figures were registered at smaller heights of drop-jumps. EBQ
decreases with growth of heights. For SF with a sole R + PU the EBQ is changed in a range 1.37
- 1.53.
The outcomes of experiment show that the method worked out by us allows objectively to
evaluate PP of a biomechanical system "L-SF-AC" in acyclic movements which start in shock
forefoot landing. EBQ which is calculated using the method of damping oscillations is offered for
a quantitative evaluation of PP. The recuperative ability of a researched biosystem is improved
on  covers with  hardness much greater of hardness of soles of SF in comparison with
movements executed barefoot.
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IN-SKATE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DIFFERENCES WITH A CUSTOM
MOLDED ORTHOTIC

K. Ford MS1, J. Stern DPM2, C. Morin DPM2

Biomechanics Research, Novel, St. Paul, MN 55105, BC
Figure Skating Association, Vancouver, BC V6Z2A5

INTRODUCTION

Two figure skating jumps were evaluated with and without the use of an orthotic to
determine if in-skate pressure distribution differences existed. Two types of single jumps,
loop and waltz, were performed by each subject.  In-skate regional peak pressure and
maximum mean pressure were calculated for comparison.

REVIEW AND THEORY

Orthotics in figure skating have been hypothesized to distribute the forces more evenly in the
skates to achieve better „edge control.“  Positive anecdotal accounts are also prevalent but no
previous research could be found related to the effectiveness of orthotic use in figure skating.
One previous study did compared pressure distribution during different jumps in figure
skating (Lockwood, 1996).  The author compared the vertical forces during landing of single,
double and triple revolution jumps.  The purpose of this study was to compare specific figure
skating skills with and without the use of a functional custom molded semi-rigid orthotic
(Palamarchuk 1989).  The hypothesis was that pressures would be distributed more evenly
during the orthotic condition of the jumps.

PROCEDURES

17 advanced figure skaters were recruited to participate in the study.  All subjects had been
wearing the orthotics for an average of 2 years prior to the testing.  The skaters were casted
by the same podiatrist and all orthotics were fabricated from the same lab.  The semi-rigid
orthotics were designed specifically for figure skates.

The pedar-mobile (novel electronics, St. Paul, MN) was used to record pressure distribution
at the skate/orthotic-foot interface.  Video was also collected to assist in the analysis of the
movements.  Each subject was tested with and without the orthotic and completed the same
routine.  The routine consisted of a warm-up lap and two trials of the loop jump and waltz
jump.  The data were collected for the entire routine and divided into specific trials during
data processing (takeoff and landing for each jump).  The insole was divided into nine masks
based on percent of the length and width (medial and lateral heel, medial and lateral midfoot,
medial, central and lateral forefoot, hallux and lesser toes)(see figure 1).  The same mask file
was used for each subject.  The trials were then analyzed (groupmask evaluation, novel
electronics) and ascii data exported for statistical analysis.  Regional peak pressure and
maximum mean pressure were calculated for each mask.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Paired T-tests were used to determine statistical significance between the orthotic and no
orthotic conditions (P<0.05) (see Table 1).  The loop jump (LJ) involves taking off
backward, on the outside skate edge, with one full rotation and landing on the same foot.
The waltz jump (WJ) consists of a forward takeoff with a half rotation and landing backward
on the opposite skate.  The data shows that during both jumps the orthotic increased pressure
at the medial midfoot.  The WJ orthotic condition seemed to lower pressure at the heel and
forefoot during takeoff.

Figure 1: Mask Definitions (m01-medial heel, m02-lateral heel, m03-medial midfoot, m04-lateral
midfoot, m05-medial forefoot, m06-central forefoot, m07-lateral forefoot, m08-hallux, m09-lesser toes)

peak 
pressure

medial 
heel

lateral 
heel

medial 
midfoot

lateral 
midfoot

medial 
forefoot

central 
forefoot

lateral 
forefoot

hallux
lesser 
toes

loop takeoff NS NS 0.000* 0.016* NS NS NS NS NS
loop landing NS NS 0.004* NS NS NS NS NS NS

waltz takeoff 0.000# 0.000# 0.003* NS NS 0.003# 0.000# NS NS
waltz landing NS NS 0.009* NS NS NS 0.020* NS NS

mean 

pressure
loop takeoff NS 0.018* 0.000* 0.000* NS NS NS NS NS

loop landing NS NS 0.000* 0.001* 0.014# NS NS NS NS
waltz takeoff NS NS 0.000* 0.000* 0.033# 0.000# 0.000# NS NS

waltz landing NS 0.033* 0.001* NS NS NS 0.026# NS NS
NS - Not Significant, * - orthotic increase pressure, # - orthotic lower pressure                                                          

Table 1: Statistical significance of peak and mean pressure distribution

In general there seemed to be a trend, although not statistically significant, of reducing
pressure at the forefoot and heels and increasing pressure at the midfoot during the orthotic
condition regardless of the jump.  The WJ takeoff is more of a heel-to-toe forward jump than
the LJ and might be a factor in the seemingly better results for the orthotic during the WJ
takeoff.

The use of figure skate orthotics should be further researched with additional movements,
different skill levels and possibly include kinematic parameters with the pressure distribution.
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USING BENCH TOP METHODS TO EVALUATE DUAL-DENSITY MATERIALS
USED IN THERAPEUTIC FOOTWEAR

James G. Foto*, James A. Birke♦

*Gillis W. Long Hansen’s Disease Center, Carville, LA 70721
♦Louisiana State University Medical Center Diabetes Foot Program, Baton Rouge, LA 70806

INTRODUCTION
This study compared the performance of three commonly used dual-density (DD) shoe inlay
materials (Foto and Birke, 1996) using a custom cyclical compression tester (CCT). The
numerically controlled bench top CCT device was programmed to record material stress/strain
(SS) and dynamic compression set (DCS) while simulating the conditions likely found in the
forefoot of persons with neuropathy wearing therapeutic footwear.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Repetitive mechanical stress combined with loss of protective sensation is considered the
cause of ulceration in diabetes, Hansen’s disease, and other neuropathic conditions. (Brand,
1988) This pathology, that can consequently lead to lower extremity amputation, occurs most
often in the neuropathic forefoot. (Boulton et al., 1987) This forefoot condition is better
modeled quasi-statically or at low rates of loading (Cavanagh and Ulbrecht, 1993) rather than
rapid, high-impact conditions, which better simulates heel strike. Distributing the plantar
forces acting through the feet over a large, accommodative surface reduces plantar foot
stresses. While materials chosen for accommodative shoe inlays should maintain their ability
to distribute foot-induced forces over thousands of step-cycles, evidence of insufficient
protection resulting from permanent cellular breakdown, referred to as „compression set“, is
apparent with some materials at a less than desirable rate. A cyclical compression testing
bench top device was developed to reproduce the mechanical conditions on shoe inlay
materials found in therapeutic footwear from which a clinical use could be determined.

PROCEDURES
The DD materials tested were composed of the following generic combinations of closed-cell
foams and rubber: 0.05 g/cm3 polyethylene (PE1) + 0.07 g/cm3 polyethylene (PE2); 0.32
g/cm3 opened-cell polyurethane (PU) + PE1; and PU + PE2. Each specimen prepared for
testing was 5.1 cm diameter by 12.7 mm thick. Each specimen was cycled through 100,000
total cycles, 350 kilo-Pascals (kPa) of compressive stress (pressure), and an approximate 1 Hz
step cycle in the forefoot. Each material was placed into the CCT, cycled through 10,000
cycles, and allowed to recover at least 24 hours before testing was resumed. This was repeated
for 10 days (not necessarily consecutive days) for each material. Subsequent to recording data
on stress/strain, the CCT recorded the DCS of the material the moment the minimum pre-
stress of 10 kPa was reached on the retraction (simulated toe-off) cycle. Stress/strain and DCS
were measured every 500 cycles over the entire course of testing. A ball-screw actuator
(Industrial Devices Corp.) applied a force monitored by a load-cell (Interface, Inc.) mounted
inline to a plunger 57.2 cm diameter. A customized control program using LabVIEW
(National Instruments) monitored the predetermined maximum and minimum pressures,
signaling the actuator to cycle by way of a servo amplifier (Advanced Motion Controls).
Numerical data was obtained by data acquisition software and analyzed and graphically
interpreted using a commercial spreadsheet program (Excel, Microsoft).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Relative to their stress/strain curves at 40 cycles, all of the DD materials experienced losses in
performance throughout the testing period, with the greatest losses occurring within the first
10,000 cycles (Figures 1-2). At 100,000 cycles, PU+PE2 had the highest dynamic strain and
the lowest strain-loss, while material PE1+PE2 showed the lowest dynamic strain and the
greatest strain-loss (Figure 3). Dynamic compression set (DCS) for each multi-density



material was recorded at 40; 1,000; 10,000; and 100,000 cycles.  Thickness of each material
after DCS, referred to as the rebounding thickness, is shown at those recorded intervals in
Figure 4. PU+PE2 performed best, with the lowest DCS, while PE1+PE2 had the greatest
loss. The significance of these findings is that both PE1+PE2 and PU+PE1 are more often
used for therapeutic intervention, yet did not perform as well as PU+PE2.

CONCLUSIONS
Neuropathic feet, especially those with deformity, should always be protected with total
contact, accommodative shoe inlays. The harder the surface and the less accommodating the
inlay, the greater the risk of plantar ulceration. Observation of SS and DCS allows the
clinician to determine the therapeutic effectiveness over time of the tested DD shoe inlays.
These results should be validated in vivo using in-shoe pressure measuring systems.
Additionally, the effect of shear on these materials should be examined.
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pressure abnormalities in neuropathic diabetic subjects. Diabetes Rsch 5: 73-77, 1987.
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Figure 1: Dynamic strain of multi-density materials under a
350 kPa cyclical compressive stress at 40 cycles.

Figure 4: Dynamic compression set of multi-density materials
under cyclical compression. (*Thickness of material prior to any
testing.)
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Figure 2: Dynamic strain of multi-density materials under a 350
kPa cyclical compressive stress at 10,000 cycles.
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Figure 3: Dynamic strain of multi-density materials under a 350
kPa cyclical compressive stress at 100,000 cycles.
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DYNAMIC ARCH DEFORMATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCE ON SHOE DESIGN

P.Freychat and  N. Bouche
Advanced Research Department, Decathlon Production, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France, 59 650

INTRODUCTION
Functional footwear aims to protect the human foot from injury and to facilitate performance.
In order to accomplish this, a shoe must be comfortable. One mode of thinking is that
matching the dynamic changes in foot shape and dimensions is the appropriate construction
for a comfortable shoe. The purpose of this study was to evaluate a three-dimensions flexible
footwear in order to match the normal function of the foot during hiking.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Discomfort, skin blisters or “black nails” as well as premature shoe damages are often
suffered during sustained walking situations. Freychat et al.(1996) suggested that such
conflicts between the shoe and the foot may find their origin in relative forefoot ab/adduction
that occur during the ground contact. By means of 3D motion analysis during walking,
running and shuffling, Lee (1997) quantified forefoot ab/adduction, arch height flattening
and arch elongation (Table 1). Bojsen-Moeller (1978) considered that movement of the
forefoot with respect to the rearfoot occur at the the transverse tarsal joint, with rotation in
the horizontal plane occurring about the calcaneo-cuboid joint. Because of the slightly lateral
location of the calcaneo-cuboid joint relative to the foot axis, forefoot ab/adduction is
combined with medial arch elongation and flattening (Figure 1).

VARIABLE

Forefoot Ab/adduction (deg)   9.3   (3.4)

Arch flattening (mm)   7.0   (2.6)

Arch augmentation (mm) 10.8   (3.6)

Arch elongation (mm)   6.4   (3.1)

Arch shortening (mm) 15.0   (4.3)

Table 1: Mean (SD) values for foot deformation                 Figure 1: Rotation about the
during walking, running and shuffling  (n=20)  calcaneo-cuboid joint (CCJ)

PROCEDURES
5 young male subjects (26.2 years, 1.71 m, 65.2 kg ) walked on an incline and decline
walkway at 4° slope while wearing a backpack (mass 20 kg), to simulate the loading
conditions which might be expected to be encountered while hiking.
Two pairs of hiking shoes were provided: one pair of conventional design and one of
prototype incorporating an accordion-like articulation located within the outsole at the
midfoot (Figure 2). Its position was slightly lateral to centre, and its shape was slightly
asymmetrical.  The intent of this technology was to allow for relative forefoot abduction,
medial foot length elongation and arch height flattening. A thermoplastic rigid bone was
encapsulated at the bottom of the midsole to minimize torsion between the rearfoot and the
forefoot and a piece of extensible neoprene allowed medial arch elongation on the upper part.
Reflective markers were affixed to the left conventionnal shoe and prototype at locations

CCJ



corresponding to: medial & lateral calcaneus, posterior superior calcaneus, head of the first &
fifth metatarsal, superior surface of the second phalange and navicular bone. Movement
between the rearfoot and the forefoot, and changes in arch height and length were quantified
from 6 Motion Analysis video cameras (180Hz). Data from the prototype shoe were
compared to the conventional shoe.

Figure 2: Articulation within outsole (left) and extensible area at the medial  upper (right)

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Significant differences were observed between the conventional and prototype shoes for
maximal arch height under incline condition (2.5 mm vs. –0.3mm, p<.05), and medial arch
shortening under decline condition (4.1 mm vs. 4.9 mm, p<.05).
Although no significant differences were found for any other variables, trends to greater
forefoot ab/adduction and medial arch elongation suggested that had the number of subjects
been greater, further significant differences may have been found between the shoes.
Prototype shoe also produced noticeably more inter-individual variability (SD 4.3° vs 3.6°).
Average curves for each subject exhibited small perturbations throughout the course of
stance during walking (Figure 3). This may indicate subtle adjustments that are not reflected
by the extracted values from the curves. However, this small motion may play a considerable
role in the subjective perception of comfort that the subjects reported.

   Forefoot
   Adduction

   
level       (solid line)

(deg) 4° decline    (dotted)
4° incline     (dashed)

       Forefoot
       Abduction

Normalized time

Figure 3: Forefoot ab/adduction during walking in prototype shoe for 1 subject
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DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR MEASURING HORIZONTAL FORCES IN
SOCCER BOOTS STUDS DURING SKILLS PERFOMANCE

A.C. García, A. Martínez, J.S. Solaz, J. Montero, J.V. Durá, J.F. Ramiro
Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia. Spain

INTRODUCTION
In the actions performed while playing soccer, one of the most important factors related to
performance and injuries is the shoe-surface interface. Secure traction is fundamental for
rapid acceleration, changes of direction and kicking. However, excessive friction has to be
avoided because it can cause twisting strains on the knee and ankle joints. Studs in soccer
boots are the elements responsible of traction, but in spite of their importance no studies
about the individual effects of each stud have been done. To analyse the action of each stud a
new system based on strain gauge technology has been developed. The system allows
measuring horizontal forces in every stud during a movement. The goal of this method is to
obtain parameters that permit redesigning studs from a biomechanical point of view, being
able to reduce injuries and improve performance. Some of the most common skills in soccer
were analyzed using this technique.

REVIEW AND THEORY
In soccer boots each stud, depending on its position, has a different function (stabilisation or
propulsion); besides, the place where studs are screwed has to be chosen considering
morphological factors to avoid injuries (Daum, 1990). Even though some studies about
ground reaction forces in different skills have been made, they are referred to results obtained
using a force platform, obtaining global forces values. (Lees & Kewley, 1993). Nevertheless,
no studies show the reaction forces in the studs themselves, being that information essential
for developing a stud design. To solve this problem a system capable of measuring forces in
each stud has been developed.

PROCEDURES
Thirteen studs instrumented with strain gauges were employed to measure the forces in
lateral and sagittal direction in every stud in real soccer actions. Each stud is formed by a
steel spigot with four strain gauges glued at 90º, oriented to measure the spigot bending.
Each two opposed gauges form a half bridge, that permits to obtain a linear force-volts
response. The strain gauges are covered by a flexible circuit where connections are made and
the cables are brought to a signal amplifier. The circuit is isolated from humidity and
vibrations with a liquid silicon layer. On the spigot a hollow metallic stud is screwed to
transmit the ground reaction forces to the measuring gauges. Finally, a rubber washer fixed
between the PU sole and the stud isolates inner system from exterior and assures a load
transmission only through the tip of the stud (Figure 1). The gauge cables are introduced into
the boot passing between the insole and the midsole to the amplifier box sewn to the exterior
side of the soccer boot. The signal is acquired without filtering at a sampling frequency of 50
Hz, multiplexing data from each channel of the studs, and analysed by a specific software
(Figure 2). Calibration is done taking into account the misalignments respect the x axis
(forward direction) and non-orthogonality in gauges adherence.



Five males recruited among semi-professional soccer teams have participated in this work. At
the time of the experiment, the subjects were free from injury. They performed five
repetitions of some common actions in soccer: starting run, zig zag and turning. For
statistical treatment of the force, the maximum modulus and the corresponding angle are
analysed with multifactor ANOVA (subject - stud) and reliability is obtained.

Figure 1: Instrumented stud Figure 2: Measuring method

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This technique allows to observe significant statistical differences (p<0,05) among studs in
horizontal reaction forces. The reliability of the results obtained by the measuring system is
analyzed by means of the Intraclass correlation coefficient ICC (2,1) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979)
(Table 1).

SKILL MODULUS RELIABILITY ANGLE RELIABILITY
STARTING 0,81 0,50

OUTER ZIG ZAG 0,21 0,30
INNER ZIG ZAG 0,33 0,32
OUTER TURN 0,91 0,35
INNER TURN 0,82 0,63

Table 1: Reliability results

The reliability of modulus in turning movements and starting run have a very good level,
however zig zag shows low reliability. In angle values, only starting and inner turn show
moderate reliability values, showing the rest of actions poor results. In conclusion, the
measuring system with instrumented studs allows, in some skills, to obtain repeatable results
concerning stud behaviour and it could be considered as a useful training and sports shoe
design tool.
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PLANTAR FOOT PRESSURE OF LOWER LEG AMPUTEES
DURING GAIT AND RUNNING

B. Van Gheluwe and B. Nelen
Laboratory of Biomechanics, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium B1050

INTRODUCTION
This study investigates the biomechanical characteristics of plantar pressure of 19 lower leg
amputees in walking and running. The pressures under the prosthetic foot are hereby
compared with the behaviour of the remaining leg and the legs of normal controls.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Very little biomechanical research has been carried out evaluating plantar foot pressures of
prosthetic gait. Veves, Van Ross and Boulton (1992) presented some data of diabetic leg
amputees. They found that prosthetic usage did not increase the pressures under the
remaining foot in non-diabetic amputees suggesting that the higher pressures with diabetics
are due to neuropathic conditions. Pinzur, Perona, Patwardhan and Havey (1991) found lower
pressures on the non-amputated leg  of people suffering from vascular insufficiency in
comparison with normal controls. The only article found on plantar pressures under the
amputated leg comes from Pinzur, Wolf and Havey (1997) and compares midfoot with ankle
disarticulation amputees, but only qualitatively.
It is therefore the aim of this study to provide quantitative information on the pressure
behaviour of both the amputated and non-amputated leg, hereby contrasting the non-
amputated leg with the prosthetic foot and also with normal controls. Unlike the other studies
mentioned, the variable set is not limited to pressure alone but includes variables relating to
loading rate and duration of the different phases of ground contact.

PROCEDURES
The subjects were 19 lower leg amputees ( mean age 34.4 ± 7.0 year and body mass 76.0 ±
6.9 kg) and a control group of 20 normals (mean age 30.8 ± 11.2 year and body mass 69.6 ±
10.2 kg). All subjects lived an active life style and were free of any leg and foot complaint or
pathology. There were 4 different types of prostheses used: 12 Flex, 4 SACH, 2 Greisinger
and one Seattle foot, all fitted with a patella tendon bearing socket. Walking occurred at a self-
selected pace, while running was dictated by a metronome at 132 steps per minute.
Plantar foot pressures were measured using a Footscan Pro-XL II pressure plate system at a
sample rate of 300 Hz. The measurement sites on the foot were the medial and lateral heel
(HM and HL), the three main metatarsal heads (M1, M3,  M5) and the hallux or the tip of
the prosthetic foot (T1). The following biomechanical variables were calculated: percentual
contact time of each site compared to total foot contact time (%contact), maximal pressure (
Pmax ), time to reach maximal pressure relative to contact time of the selected site (%Load),
load rate ( being maximal pressure divided by load time), duration of the heel contact phase
(from heel strike to first metatarsal head contact), duration of the midstands phase (ending at
heel lift) and the propulsion phase. The pressure plate of the Footscan was calibrated
statically using the exact subject weight and also dynamically by comparing it with a Kistler
force plate. Student t-tests were used to compare the non-amputated feet with the prosthetic
feet (paired design) and with both feet of the control group (unpaired design).



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As expected the pressure patterns of the prosthetic leg differed significantly from the
remaining leg for most variables and measuring sites, during gait as during running (table 1). It
is, however, remarkable that peak heel pressures show no differences during gait. This
confirms the results from Veves et al (1992) concerning the peak pressures of non-diabetic
amputees for gait. But with increasing speed, as during jogging, the normal foot seems to
accept higher peak loads than the prosthetic foot. Also the build up of pressure (load rate) is
always much higher for the normal heel. This may be due to the dominant presence of the
compliant Flex-Foot, which is known for its highly efficient return of stored energy during
heel impact (Czernieckl, Gitter and Munro, 1991).
As for the forefoot and in contrast with the stabilizing thrust being on the first metatarsal
head in the normal foot, the prosthetic forefoot bears weight centrally. The maximal pressure
under the forefoot is about the same for both feet, but the prosthetic forefoot shows a higher
loading rate, probably due to its rigid metal structure.

WALKING RUNNING

%
contact

time

Pmax
(N/cm2)

%
load
time

load  rate
(N/cm2/ms)

%
contact

time

Pmax
(N/cm2)

%
load
time

load rate
(N/cm2/ms)

HM  n 45 ±  8 69 ± 20 12 ±   7 2.89 ± 1.33 49 ±   5 93 ± 33 12 ±   4 7.64 ± 5.10
        p 42 ± 13 64 ± 29 27 ±   9 0.99 ± 0.47 39 ± 18 66 ± 39 35 ±   9 1.95 ± 0.98

HL   n 45 ±   8 60 ± 22 13 ±   7 2.62 ± 1.87 48 ±   5 88 ± 34 10 ±   4 8.78 ± 6.14
        p 43 ± 13 61 ± 30 30 ±   8 0.77 ± 0.38 40 ± 17 66 ± 43 36 ±   8 1.89 ± 1.09

M1   n 76 ±  7 40 ± 24 82 ±   6 0.09 ± 0.05 75 ±   6 55 ± 28 63 ± 10 0.44 ± 0.25
        p 61 ± 11 27 ±   9 68 ± 11 0.10 ± 0.04 63 ± 12 37 ± 17 59 ± 10 0.39 ± 0.23

M3   n 79 ±   5 30 ± 13 81 ±  5 0.06 ± 0.02 75 ±   8 35 ±   9 64 ±  4 0.25 ± 0.09
        p 66 ±   9 43 ± 14 70 ± 12 0.15 ± 0.05 68 ± 12 62 ± 24 64 ±  9 0.54 ± 0.27

M5   n 66 ±   9 13 ±   8 66 ± 13 0.04 ± 0.02 60±   9 22 ± 12 64 ± 11 0.21 ± 0.11
        p 63 ± 11 27 ±   8 68 ± 12 0.09 ± 0.04 59± 18 33 ± 14 62 ± 13 0.41 ± 0.42

T1    n 56 ± 17 40 ± 21 74 ±   7 0.15 ± 0.06 74 ± 11 45 ± 26 62 ± 10 0.36 ± 0.20
        p 29 ± 18 47 ± 34 75 ±   9 0.32 ± 0.15 37 ± 19 33 ± 30 64 ± 10 0.46 ± 0.33
Table 1: Mean and standard deviations of the plantar pressure variables of the prosthetic (=p)
and the normal (n) foot for walking and running (bold figures indicate a significant difference
between both means with p<0.5).

As for the differences between the normal leg of the amputees and the right and left leg of the
normal control group, only a few spurious differences were found to be significant. This
contradicts the findings of Pinzur et al. (1991).
Therefore one may conclude that the walking and running pattern of the non-amputated leg is
not significantly affected by the deviating behaviour of the prosthetic leg and as such is
presenting a normal walk and running pattern.
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A NEW PORTABLE METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE-
DISCOMFORT THRESHOLD (PDT) ON THE FOOT PLANT

J.C. Gonzalez, A. C. García, M. J. Vivas, E. Ferrús, E. Alcántara, A. Forner
Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia. Spain.

INTRODUCTION
The overpressures that occur on the foot plant are one of the most common causes of pain
and discomfort associated to the use of footwear. In spite of this fact, there have been a few
studies about the effect that certain levels of pressure have over the foot comfort. A new
portable method of measuring pressure-discomfort threshold (PDT) on the foot plant has
been developed. An external pressure is applied manually over the foot plant and the
threshold when the pressure sensation becomes uncomfortable is recorded. The purpose of
this study was: (1) to test this new methodology for measuring PDT on the foot plant, (2) to
evaluate the PDT distribution on the foot plant, (3) to investigate whether there is any
difference regarding sex in the PDT pattern or in the foot plant values.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Different methods have been used to measure the pressure sensitivity on diverse body zones.
For example, Fransson-Hall et al. (1993) studied the sensitivity of the hand-to-surface
pressure. There are also numerous articles about the evaluation of the sensitivity of the foot
of patients with neuropathy, especially in diabetic patients (Sosenko et al. 1990, Tassler et
al. 1995). Nevertheless, the values yielded by these studies are the threshold of sensitivity to
surface pressure, not comparable to the discomfort threshold. There are few studies about
the effect of the pressure on the foot comfort, some authors (Marriott et al. 1981) described
the pressure applied to the foot before discomfort as being from 3 to 20 kPa. However, these
studies analysed the data corresponding to the application of a uniform pressure on the
whole foot and their values are much lower than those measured on the foot plant during
gait (400 kPa) or while running (600 – 700 kPa).

PROCEDURES
The equipment for the recording pressure sensitivity of the foot plant consisted of a
commercial manual dynamometer, EFG 1-2 of Salter. An aluminium cylindrical cap with a
contact flat surface of 1.3 cm2 and round edges has been adapted to the dynamometer. The
subject had a push-button to indicate when he/she started to feel discomfort due to pressure
application. Both systems were connected to a computer by means of a data acquisition card.
The subject was lying down over a stretcher with the right foot barefoot. The points to be
tested were marked on the foot plant and the subject was instructed to push the switch in the
instant when he/she felt discomfort, not waiting to feel pain. At the same time, the subject
asked the examiner to stop applying the load. Pressure was applied five times in a minute in
each zone. Letting an interval of 6 seconds between consecutive applications. The sequence
pressure application was randomised, but closed zones were not tested in a consecutive way.
Thirteen points on the foot plant selected for their functional meaning and because they were
easily identifiable were studied for each subject (figure 1). For this study 85 subjects were
tested (42 women and 43 men). The parameters studied were the maximum pressure
registered when the subject asked to stop the load and the pressure when the subject pushed
the switch. The first parameter was chosen because it was more robust.



Figure 1: Scheme of the foot plant with the points where the load was applied.

Two analyses, for men and women separately, were done. Intraclass coefficient of
correlation, ICC(2,1) (Shrout et al. 1979), was used to study the reliability of the five
measures per zone. Subjects with a coefficient lower than 0.65 were discarded. The PDT
values for the different zones were normalised dividing by the mean value and the ICC(2,1)
was used again to establish the consistency of the PTD pattern. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for the PDT was applied first, with the zone as factor; then using sex as factor.
The significant level was establish in α<0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This new method is capable of discriminating between the sensitivity of different zones on
the foot plant and between different subjects. In general terms, the PDT values are similar to
that observed in normal walking (figure 2). Different subjects had equivalent PDT pattern,
the ICC obtained for the men normalised values was 0.55 and 0.47 for women; a higher
variability was observed in women.
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Figure 2: PDT pattern for men and women.

No statistical differences were found between the mean PDT values of men and women for
the different zones, but for all the points, men presented statistically higher PDT mean. This
method will permit to determine limit values for the pressures that appear in the foot plant
for the diverse human activities, as well as to obtain the PDT pattern distribution for
different subject groups, being the starting point for the design of insoles with better comfort
and health characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective proof of the complaints of the chronic achillodynia is a non satisfactory solved
problem in Biomechanics and Medicine. Over the years, many authors (CLARKE et al.
1984, NIGG 1987, NIGG et al. 1992, Van Gheluwe et al. 1995, and many others) suggested
that achilles tendon pain is caused by different biomechanical parameters (extent and
velocity of initial and total pronation, extent and velocity of initial and total rearfoot motion,
extent of supination of the push-off angle, magnitude of maximal impact at touch-down...).
Although epidemiological studies show that achilles tendon pain is among the major
complaints in running very few researchers tried to study the direct relationship between
(running) injuries and biomechanical parameters in general and between achilles tendon pain
and biomechanical parameters in specific. This might be the reason why there is no
satisfactory explanation of the relationship between chronic achillodynia and biomechanical
parameters in running (and other sports).
One goal of this study was to see, if the chronic achillodynia can be evidentially classified
with the help of biomechanical parameters. Another goal was to prove, if the biomechanical
parameters are influenced by the achillodynia itself or if they are influenced by the
subjective pain (avoidance of „normal“ roll-over process through the pain) in patients with
chronic achillodynia.

METHODS
72 patients (runners) were participants in this study. The group was split in two sub-groups
(36 female and 36 male) to check possible gender issues. Afterwards the two „gender-
groups“ were each split into three additional groups: a control group (female: KOw; male:
KOm, each n=12) with no pain at the achilles tendon (and the lower extremity), a group with
chronic achillodynia (female: ADw; male: ADm, each n=12) and no influence of the pain
and a group with chronic achillodynia with influence (reduction) of the pain by a
medicament (female: ADMw; male: ADMm, each n=12). The medication (diclophenac) was
double-blind, randomized and placebo-controlled.
The study was divided in two measuring days (M1, M2). Data collection was exactly the
same at both days. The break between M1 and M2 was 7 days with no change in the typical
sport activity for all participants. For data collection all participants had to run on a treadmill
with 80% of the speed of their individual anaerobic threshold (IAS), which was determined
at M1.
All test persons had to run in their own shoe (10 min) and in a neutral shoe (10 min) at both
measuring days. In-shoe pressure distribution measurements (Pedar) were taken in each shoe
at M1 and M2. At the end of each measuring day barefoot pressure measurements (Emed-
SF) on a platform were taken from each runner. Additionally the subjective pain for the
patients with achillodynia was determined with pain questionnaires (PDI, MPQ) to see, if the



biomechanical parameters are influenced by the subjective pain. The medio-lateral force
indices (force-time-integral medial and lateral to the foot longitudinal axis) were calculated
from the pressure data to see, if there are differences in the spatial distribution of the loading
(more lateral or medial) between the control group and the achillodynia patients.

RESULTS
There are no significant differences between the groups for the medio-lateral force indices in
walking (platform measurements) although one can see that there is a strong tendency that
the loading during the roll-over process of the control group is more lateral than the loading
of the groups with achillodynia. There are no differences between the two achillodynia
groups which shows that the difference in loading towards the control group is not caused by
the subjective pain (avoidance of “normal” roll-over process through the pain). Moreover
there are no gender differences between the two control groups.
There are no significant differences between the groups for the medio-lateral force indices in
running (in-shoe pressure measurement on the treadmill) although one can also see a strong
tendency that the loading during the roll-over process of the control group is more lateral
than the loading of the groups with achillodynia (in the neutral shoe and in their own shoes).
There are differences between the two groups with achillodynia in the way that the
medicament group shows a more lateral loading during the roll-over process (in the neutral
shoe and in their own shoes). It seems that the medicament influences the roll-over process
to a certain amount. Moreover there are no gender differences between the control groups.

DISCUSSION
With no doubt there are differences in the medio-lateral loading between healthy runners and
runners with achillodynia. The descriptive statistics show huge standard deviations in the
single groups which are responsible for the non-significant differences between the groups
and which is a typical indication of the variances in humans. In case of showing significant
differences between the groups one probably has to split the achillodynia groups by
diagnosis, i.e. one has to separate the runners with tendinitis and peritendinitis from the
runners with tendinitis at insertion (which is more likely caused by muscular problems than
by pronational movements).
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THE   INFLUENCE  OF SOCCER  BOOT  CONSTRUCTION
ON  BALL  VELOCITY AND  SHOCK  TO  THE  BODY
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INTRODUCTION
When compared with the extensive research for running footwear the biomechanical
properties of soccer shoes have received little scientific attention. Only recently, players,
organisations and shoe manufacturers became more interested in modern concepts of athletic
footwear design for soccer boots. Prevention of injuries and performance enhancement are
the key factors for any athletic footwear design. Shooting performance with five different
soccer boot constructions was evaluated, using methods for the measurement of ball speed,
shoe deformation and tibial shock. The results of the present study demonstrate the benefit of
biomechanical analyses for the improvement of athletic footwear.
 

REVIEW AND THEORY
Soccer boots, originating from the background of the England's Industrial Revolution epoch
were stiff, modified mining boots with wooden spikes for the muddy grounds of Englands
soccer courts. For almost 100 years little happened in the design of soccer boots and it was in
the  later 1950's that more shoe flexibility was introduced into the shoe design. It took
another 10 years to slowly replace the traditional high-cut to now commonly seen low-cut
shoes. With modern elastomers molded plastic spikes were introduced, the soccer boot
became even more flexible and shoe weight was reduced.
 

PROCEDURES
Using 5 commercially available soccer boots from different manufacturers, ball speed,
deformation of the outsole during ball contact, and the shock transferred to the body was
measured. For each shoe model twenty experienced soccer players performed 5 repetitive
maximum shots for highest ball speed into a net. Ball speed was measured using a photocell
arrangement. One photocell, triggering the measurements, was placed at a distance of 10 cm
in front of the ball. A linear arrangement of 15 laser diodes with an interdiode distance of 5.5
cm was positioned at a distance of 175 cm from the triggering photocell. Measurements were
taken at time intervals of 0.1 ms, thus resulting in a resolution of approximately 0.1 km/h for
a given ball speed of 80 km/h. Acceleration measurements at the tibia were performed with a
low weight Entran accelerometer (Type EGAX-F-125). A spring loaded linear potentiometer
was used to measure the deformation of the outsole during ball contact. The conductive
plastic potentiometer was positioned underneath the shoe between the studs of the rearfoot
region. A thin steel wire was attached from the potentiometer to the front tip of the outsole.
During deformation of the soccer boot before and at ball contact the steel wire pulled the
spring loaded potentiometer, resulting in an electrical signal for data collection. Using the
deformation signal as a function of time, deformation velocity (m/s) of the outsole was also
calculated.
 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
For ball speeds the subjects showed low intraindividual coefficients of variation of less than
2% during the repetitive trials for a given shoe. This high repeatability in shooting



performance of the individual players is a good basis for detecting statistical between shoe
differences. Using an ANOVA, significant between shoe differences were found for
maximum ball speed (Ball Vel., p<0.01), peak outsole deformation (OD, p<0.01), peak
outsole deformation velocity (ODV, p<0.01), and shock to the body (Tib. Acc., p<0.05).

Figure 1: Ball velocities (A), peak tibial accelerations (B), peak outsole deflection (C) and
deflection velocities (D) for maximum shots in 5 different soccer shoes.

Considering the concept of energy return, one might expect higher ball velocities with an
increase of shoe deformation and/or shoe deformation velocity. However, model M-03 shows
an opposite behavior. A regression analysis revealed low determination coefficients between
ball speed and outsole deformation (r2 = 0.11) as well as outsole deformation velocity (r2

=0.04). Similarly, low determination coefficients were also found for peak tibial acceleration
against ball velocity (r2 = 0.04) as well as outsole deformation (r2 = 0.04). This study
demonstrated that ball velocity and shock transmission to the body is influenced by shoe
construction features. For a variety of different shoe constructions no trend could be found,
relating the deformation of the soccer boots to ball speeds. For a better understanding of the
underlying mechanisms a future study should investigate identical shoes, only differing in the
stiffness of their outsoles.
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The effect of varying midsole hardness on force attenuation and rearfoot movement during
running:  a meta-analysis

Alan Hreljac1, & Robert N. Marshall2
1University of Oregon, 2Univeristy of Auckland

Introduction

Two primary functions of running shoes are to provide cushioning and stability to the foot during running
(Bates, 1985; Cavanagh, 1985).  One running shoe design parameter that has been found to have an
effect on both of these functions is the midsole density (hardness).  There have been conflicting reports
regarding the effects of varying the midsole density on both cushioning and stability parameters.  Some of
the discrepancies reported could be attributed to differences in testing techniques; that is material tests
compared to subject tests (Frederick, 1987).  There has, however, been conflicting results reported among
researchers who have utilized subject testing only.  While some researchers have found that subject tests
agree with the results of material tests regarding cushioning variables, with shoes having softer midsoles
producing lower initial vertical ground reaction forces (Devita & Bates, 1988), others have reported that
softer shoes produce greater initial vertical GRFs than harder shoes (Cavanagh, 1985; de Koning & Nigg,
1994; Kaelin et al, 1985; Snel et al., 1985).  Still others have reported that there are no differences
between soft and hard shoes in terms of impact forces (Clarke et al., 1983; Nigg et al., 1987).  Conflicting
results have also been reported in variables thought to be indicative of stability characteristics.  Some
researchers have found that softer shoes allow greater amounts of pronation than harder shoes (Clarke et
al., 1983; de Wit et al., 1995), while others have reported the opposite (Kaelin et al., 1985).  Still others
have concluded that there are no differences in the amount of pronation allowed by softer or harder shoes
(Stacoff et al., 1988).

With the contradictory results reported in these various studies, it is not possible to determine the true
effect of varying midsole density on cushioning and stability variables.  The purpose of this study was to
objectively review the existing literature to determine the differences between running shoes with varying
midsole hardnesses in regard to some important cushioning and stability parameters.

Methods

A meta-analysis, which is a quantitative summary of a large number of studies, was conducted.  All
published studies found to contain the relevant independent and dependent variables were included in the
analysis.  The only relevant independent variable was midsole hardness.  The dependent variables were
limited to variables related to vertical force and rearfoot motion.  Two cushioning variables (vertical impact
force peak, Fzi, and maximum vertical loading rate, Gzi), and two stability variables (total change in Achilles
tendon angle during pronation phase, __pro, and change in the Achilles tendon angle during the first 10%
of foot contact, __10) were found to be analyzed by a majority of researchers, and have been presented as
representative of important parameters measured when discussing cushioning and stability properties of
athletic shoes.

In the technique of meta-analysis, results for any dependent variable in a study are converted to a data
point called an effect size (ES).  The equation for ES (Eq. 1) converts the findings from an individual study

into standard deviation units.  
pooled

CE

SD

M-M
  ES =  (Eq. 1), where ME is the mean of the experimental variable,

MC is the mean of the control variable, and SDpooled is a pooled standard deviation.  For this study, the
mean values obtained from softer midsoles were subtracted from the mean values of the harder shoes for
all dependent variables.  Positive ESs indicated that the values of variables for the harder shoes were
greater than for the softer shoes.  Following the calculation of ESs, an unbiased estimate of ES was then
found by multiplying ES scores by a correction factor which accounted for differences in sample size.
After finding unbiased ESs for individual studies, the average ES was calculated to determine an overall
treatment effect.



Results

A total of 14 relevant studies were included in the analysis, from which 41 ESs were calculated.  Some
studies that would otherwise have been acceptable were omitted from analysis because the relevant data
were not provided in an accessible form.  In several studies, three or more midsole hardnesses were
compared.  In these cases, all possible combinations of harder versus softer shoes were compared.  A
total of 289 subjects were included in the analysis.  The mean ES for the four dependent variables
analyzed are shown in Table 1.  The number of comparisons made, along with the minimum and
maximum ESs found are also shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean ES of selected variables.
Variable N Mean ES Min. ES Max ES

Fzi 32 -0.36 -1.09 0.21
Gzi 29 -0.12 -1.60 1.08

__pro 16 0.08 -0.55 0.92
__10 16 0.60 -0.25 1.61

Discussion

This meta-analysis appears to demonstrate that shoes with harder midsoles reduce the initial impact
forces, while allowing greater rearfoot movement during the initial ground contact phase.  These two
factors may be related to each other since foot pronation is necessary to attenuate forces.  It is possible
that the greater rearfoot movement is a protective response to reduce potentially harmful impact forces.
Provided that the impact forces and angles of pronation fall within "normal" physiological limitations, both
responses may be favorable during running.

Three variables, including the amount of difference in defining "soft" and "hard" midsoles, running speed,
and type of surface were examined as possible moderating variables.  The only moderating variable that
had an effect on the results was the difference in defining soft and hard shoes.  When the differences in
defining hard and soft midsoles increased (measured on a Shore A scale), the differences between hard
and soft shoes increased in the direction of the mean difference for all dependent variables, although the
effect was generally very slight.  Speeds ranging between 3 and 6 ms-1 did not appear to change the ES
of any dependent variable.  Similarly, the hardness of the running surface did not seem to alter the
relationship between soft and hard midsoles (McCaw et al., 1993).

The large amount of variability observed between subjects and between studies indicates that individuals
respond uniquely to changes in midsole hardness, suggesting that there is a need for single subject
designs when evaluating the effects of running shoe design parameter differences.
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THE EFFECT OF CONTROLLED VARIATIONS IN RUNNING STYLE ON
REARFOOT MOVEMENT AND GROUND REACTION FORCES
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In the literature high passive forces and excessive pronation have been closely linked
to injuries in distance running. Many attempts have been made to reduce both, the
initial impact peak and the range or velocity of pronation (Nigg & Morlock, 1987;
Nigg et al., 1988; DeWit et al., 1995). A possible direction to vary rearfoot motion is
the specific variation of running style as described by Williams and Ziff (1991).
Though significant effects on pronation were achieved by varying step width ground
reaction forces and acceleration of the shank were not measured. Analytical
approaches suggest (Denoth, 1986) a direct relationship between impact forces and
rearfoot pronation.
To ascertain if variations in running style which alter the pronatory movement of the
foot lead to expected changes in passive forces or tibial acceleration, kinematic and
kinetic parameters were sampled synchronously.

PROCEDURES
Ten recreational runners participated in this study Their mean age, height and weight
were 29.42 ± 4.2 y, 181.4 ± 3.7 cm and 79.8 ± 6.8 kg respectively. All of them were
rearfoot strikers, injury free and experienced in treadmill running. A standard running
shoe (Asics Gel 121) was used. Subjects had to run under five different running
conditions: NN - preferred style, normal step width and length; NL - normal step
width, step length 10 % greater than NN; NS - normal width, 10 % shorter steps; WN
- 5 cm wider than NN, normal step length; XON - crossing the midline with normal
length. During the experiment subjects were required to run on a motor driven

treadmill (Gaitstar; BFTS Cologne) at a velocity of 3.5 ms
-1

. When a stable running
pattern was attained, data collection commenced and continued for a period of 12 s.

A strain gauge based forceplate build
into the treadmill was used to collect
ground reaction force data, while an in-
shoe goniometer recorded rearfoot
motion. An uniaxial accelerometer
(Biovision) was fixed with adhesive and
a rubber band on the medial aspect of
the tibia. All data were A/D converted
and recorded simultaneously with a
sampling frequency of 1000 Hz.
Additionally the shoe was equipped
with a pressure distribution insole (100
Hz, Novel, Munich) The subjects were
videotaped in a sagittal view with a 50
Hz video camera (Sony CCD, S-VHS
video system) and ankle and knee
kinematics were analysed by

commercially available software (PEAK Motus). Data collection systems were
synchronised using a synchronisation unit (PEAK).

Table 1: Detemined Parameters out of 10
steps
Parameter Code Unit

Impact peak Fp N
Initial force rate Fip Ns

-1

Active Force maximum Fmax N
Peak forces in 7 foot areas FPmask N
Maximum acceleration amax g
Initial rearfoot angle βTD

°

Minimum rearfoot angle βmin
°

Range of pronation βrange
°

Knee angle at touch-down γTD
°

Sole angle at touch-down δTD
°

Vertical hip oscillation Ηamp m



Each subject performed one trial for each testing condition of which 10 consecutive
steps were selected for further analysis. The rearfoot angle was negative for pronation
and positive for supination. The parameters listed in table 1 were extracted from the
data, averaged over the steps and a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, as a
post hoc test a Fisher PLSD test with a significance level p≤ 0.05 was carried out.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The supination at touch-down (βTD) meaning the relative orientation of rearfoot and
shank showed minimal variation over all running styles. The minimum rearfoot angle
and therefore, range of pronation (βrange) were altered in the anticipated way when

using the WN or XON style (Fig. 1) whereas changes remained non-significant for NL
and NS. The amount of the observed alteration was comparable to the data presented
by Williams and Ziff (1991).
The impact maximum (Fig. 1) and the acceleration maximimum (amax) were greater
than in normal running for all running styles; the difference being significant for NL
and WN. This clearly indicates that rearfoot movement and impact maximum are not
directly coupled. This was indicated by data presented Perry and Lafortune (1995)
who varied pronation by inclining the shoe sole towards the lateral or medial edge.
The alterations demonstrated in the current study could not be explained by other
kinematic changes due to the varied running styles.
From the current data it can be concluded that differences in pronatory movement do
not simply and directly change the magnitude of impact shock at touch-down in heel
toe running. If changes in running style are applied to reduce the risk of injury all other
parameters which might be connected have to be taken into account.
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INTERNAL LOADING OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY DURING RUNNING
OBTAINED BY TWO DIFFERENT CALCULATION METHODS

U.G. Kersting, H. Böhm., G.-P. Brüggemann
Institute for Athletics and Gymnastics, German Sport University Cologne

Cologne, Germany

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Epidemiological studies have demonstrated a high injury rate for professional and
recreational distance runners. The passive impact peak found in rearfoot runners has been
discussed as a major cause of overuse injuries for several decades although no consistent
relationships have been found (Nigg et al., 1995). Other authors have stressed the role of
excessive motion, namely rearfoot pronation during the ground contact phase (Stacoff et
al.,1988). Maximum forces at the achilles tendon or supinatory muscles occur during the
propulsion phase. The ductile properties of the joints of the foot and the plantar
aponeurosis (PA) are important for load transfer to various internal structures during the
ground contact phase.
The aim of this study was (a) to design a model which describes the foot as a three-
dimensional structure composed of several segments where visco-elastic properties are
included. The model was formulated such that the tarsus and metatarsus of the foot could
be handled either as a rigid body or as a visco-elastic structure. Further (b) the two
resulting models were applied to different running conditions to compare the calculated
load in internal structures.

PROCEDURES
Three male recreational runners served as subjects in this study. A three-dimensional
model of the lower extremity was designed containing six rigid elements: the femur, the
tibia, the talus, the rearfoot, the forefoot and the hallux. The knee, talocrural (TCJ),
subtalar (STJ) and the metatarso-phalangeal joint of the hallux were modelled as hinge
joints. The plantar aponeurosis was included in the model as nonlinear visco-elastic
structure (Ker et al., 1987) including the windlass effect (Hicks, 1954). The connection
between the rear- and forefoot was either rigid (model 1) or expressed by a spherical joint
(model 2) allowing for flexion, torsion, ab- and adduction. The input for the model was
given by anthropometrical, kinematic and kinetic measurements. Joint axis orientations for
the foot were taken from the literature and inertia parameters and knee joint axis position
from the NASA data base. By means of a pressure distribution measurement recorded
while walking barefoot and a foot outline, the centre of the heel, the positions of the
metatarsal heads and the hallux were identified and defined as points of force application.
During the actual running trials ground reaction force data were obtained by a
piezoelectric force plate (1000 Hz) and a pressure distribution measurement insole (120
Hz). The kinematics of the leg were recorded using high speed video at 240 Hz and the
EMG of four major lower extremity muscles was recorded at 1000 Hz. The subjects were
tested at three running conditions: barefoot, with a standard running shoe and wearing a
valgus (6° inclined midsole) running shoe. Due to the low number of subjects only
descriptive statistics were applied.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparisons were carried out between the three running conditions and between model 1
and model 2.
Running conditions (shoe vs. barefoot) revealed clear differences regarding the impact
magnitude. The impact peak was approximately 14 % lower in barefoot running. The foot
orientation prior to touch-down in the sagittal plane was different for running barefoot
and with shoes. It was not changed by the shoe type.
Wearing the shoe a clear impact-related peak of the joint moment at the knee and TCJ
was shown which was less in barefoot running. (Figure 1 gives an example for running
with the normal shoe).
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Figure 1: Joint Moments during shod running.

Shoe conditions lead to differences in pronation and forefoot-rearfoot torsion but not
impact magnitude. Energy storage in the PA was much greater in barefoot running but
only slightly altered for the two shoe conditions.
Model 1 and 2 resulted in the same magnitude of all net joint moments for the running
conditions. Constraint moments which represent the load transferred via the passive
structures differed between 3 and 7 % in magnitude for the three running conditions.
Maximum values occured related to the active GRF maximum. The maximum constraint
moment at the subtalar joint occurred 10 % later relative to total contact time in model 2
and was 9.6 % less than in model 1. When comparing shoes with calculations using the
ductile foot (model 2) a reduction of 12.3 % for the constraints at the subtalar joint was
shown for the standard running shoe compared to the valgus shoe. The developed models
allow for the quantitative comparison of the effects of shoe modifications. The results of
this particular investigation stress the importance of movement control by running shoe
construction aimed at injury prevention.
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ANALYSIS OF PLANTAR PRESSURES DURING GAIT
OF PATIENTS WITH PARKINSON´S DISEASE
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study was to determine gait characteristics of  patients with Parkinson´s´s disease. A
„Novel Pedar“ insole pressure distribution measuring system was used to analyse plantar foot pressures
and step variability in a group of patients with Parkinson´s disease as compared to a control group during
free ambulation. Additionally, the severity of the disease was manifested according to the Webster score.

REVIEW AND THEORIE
Patients with Parkinson´s syndromes (PPD), notwithstanding the etiology of the disease, show
combinations of clinical symptoms of rigidity, bradykinesia, akinesia as well as tremor. They also may
experience disorders of posture, balance, and gait which often result in falls (J.F. Aita, 1982). The
Parkinsonian gait is characterized by hypokinesia, associated with a reduction of stride length, cadence and
an increase of stride-, stance-, and double support duration (E. Knutsson, 1972). Most of the studies
dealing with gait analyses in PPD were undertaken to quantify spatial, temporal, and kinematic
characteristics of the Parkinsonian gait (Morris et al.1998; Zijlstra et al.1998). Other studies determine the
variability of these gait variables (Diehl et al. 1992, Vieregge et al. 1998, Hausdorff et al. 1998). It seems
that PPD are able to generate rhythmic gait under special conditions (Morris et al.1998), however
demonstrating a higher stride to stride variability as compared to a control group. In almost all studies
clinical scores (Hoehn and Yahr, UPDRS, CURS, and Webster) are used to quantify the severity of the
disease. Whereas some scientists find a relationship between clinical global scores and spatio-temporal
parameters (Murray et al. 1978) other investigators did not (Vieregge et al. 1998). Only few studies were
undertaken to analyze the interaction of the foot with the ground in Parkinsonian gait. PPD show a reduced
angle between the heel and the floor at heel strike (Murray et al. 1978) and a diminished plantar flexion at
weight acceptance. Using force plate measurements, reduced forces were found for the „step in“ and „kick
off“ phase  (H. Mitoma et al. 1997) as well as a lack of the second peak in the ground reaction force (GRF)
(S.H. Koozekanani et al. 1987). To our knowledge no plantar foot pressure studies have been performed to
date to analyze Parkinsonian gait.

PROCEDURES
Capacitive insoles with 99 measuring sensors  (“Novel Pedar”) were used to determine the in-shoe
pressure distribution from 24 patients with Parkinson´s syndromes (PPD). 24  age matched healthy adults
served as a control group (C). Because of the problem for patients with Parkinson´s syndrome to walk at a
prescribed speed, all participants were asked to ambulate a distance of 9 meters in their preferred walking
speed. All subjects used the same kind of footwear, a simple linen shoes without any support structures.
The patients were measured in the „on-phase“, followed by an examination through a neurologists to
classify  the severity of the disease according to the Webster-Score.
Plantar pressures under both feet were recorded at a rate of 50 Hz. Data from 6 single steps of the left and
right foot during stable walking were collected and analyzed for each subject. A mask of 10 anatomical
areas of the foot was defined and applied to all feet. The areas were: medial and lateral heel (M1/M2),
medial and lateral midfoot (M3/M4), metatarsal heads I, II, III-V (M5/M6/M7), hallux (M8), toes II and
III-V (M9/M10). Peak pressures, maximum regional forces and relative loads were averaged for both feet
and all subjects. Inferential statistics and regression analyses were performed to compare subject groups
and relate pressure data to clinical scores (Webster).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 summarizes subjects characteristics. Significant results were found for all variables in one or
another anatomical region. The walking speed was nearly 10% lower for the patients (0.97 m/s) than for
the control group (1.1 m/s). Ground contact time was slightly higher for the patients (724 ms) as compared



to the control.group (689 ms).To compensate for time differences in ground contact time, a relative load
analysis is the appropriate method to analyze different strategies of foot placement.

Figure 1: Relative Loads            Table 2: Peak Pressure Variability

Figure 1 shows reduced relative loads for the patients with Parkinson´s syndrome under the heel.This
finding is also confirmed by the results of other variables, showing reduced heel peak pressures and heel
forces. Furthermore, combined with the higher forefoot loading there seems to be a medial load shift for
the patients in the mid- and forefoot regions. For the PPD group the intraindividual variability of plantar
pressures (Table 2) is increased in the heel region and reduced in the mid- and forefoot regions. As
compared to limited correction possibilities during heel contact the more flexible forefoot structure allows
much more muscular control to compensate for imbalances. It appears that the patients use a strategy of
forefoot balance control. Because of neuromuscular deficiencies, however, they have to use a more
consistent foot placement pattern in the forefoot. This is supported by the lower intraindividual CoV in the
forefoot as compared to the control group. Comparing the heel peak pressures with the Webster score, a
negative relationship was found (r=-0.55, p<0.01), suggesting less heel loading with an increased severity
of the disease. The importance of the forefoot in Parkinsonian gait could have consequences for shoe
design, providing good support and fit in the forefoot region.
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Table1 1; Mean (SD)
N Age Weight Webster Score

Patients (PPD) 24 63.75 (10.05) 78.67 (13.61) 9.96 (3.39)
Control 24 66.08 (9.16) 75.5 (14.51) -
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THE INFLUENCE OF ARCH SUPPORT MECHANISMS ON
PLANTAR FOOT PRESSURES IN PATIENTS

WITH DIABETES AND PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY.

G. F. Kogler, Ph.D., C.O.
Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory,

Southern Illinois University School of Medicine, Springfield, IL, USA

INTRODUCTION
The arch support mechanism is one of the most common components of a foot orthosis, often
encompassing a large portion of its surface area. Despite its wide clinical use, limited
biomechanical studies have been conducted to quantify the functional capabilities of the arch
support mechanism (i.e. plantar foot pressures). The influence of custom arch support
mechanisms in re-distribution of plantar foot pressures was studied in patients with diabetes and
peripheral neuropathy (n = 12).

REVIEW AND THEORY
Foot ulceration has been correlated with elevated plantar foot pressures in patients with
diabetes and peripheral neuropathy (Boulton et al., 1983). Therefore, intervention strategies
that use foot orthoses and therapeutic shoewear to reduce pressure to the foot are an essential
component of preventive care. However, details on fundamental orthotic control mechanisms
(i.e. arch support mechanism) that lead to a reduction in foot pressures are limited, and has led
to a degree of uncertainty as to what attributes are most effective at this task. Abu-Faraj, et al.
(1996) reported a decrease in peak pressures with a scaphoid pad (arch support mechanism) at
the hallux and calcaneus, and increases noted at the lateral portion of the foot in normal
subjects. However, the scaphoid pad used in the study was the same for all subjects with no
accommodation for individual foot structure and differences in size. In  the neuropathic foot,
generic arch support mechanisms may lead to ulceration if individual foot morphology is not
carefully considered.  Thus, the manner in which the height of the arch support is determined
for the reduction of plantar foot pressures is of clinical importance.  The purpose of this study
was to quantify plantar foot pressures using various configurations of arch support mechanisms
in patients with diabetes and peripheral neuropathy during walking.

PROCEDURES
Twelve patients diagnosed with diabetes and peripheral neuropathy were recruited for the study
(n = 12). A Bergmann optical scanning device (Bergmann Orthotic Laboratory, Northfield, IL)
was used to digitize subject feet in three conditions: full weight-bearing, partial weight-bearing,
and partial weight-bearing with the arch positioned at maximum height.  Triordinate data from
the optical laser scanner were used to mill positive wax models of the foot for use in the
manufacture of the test devices. Four test orthoses were constructed using a flat insole as the
base with a viscoelastic polymer material forming the arch support mechanism. The control
consisted of a flat insole without any contours. Each test subject underwent three test runs for
each of the four test conditions.  Plantar foot pressures were quantified with the Novel Pedar
in-shoe plantar pressure measurement system (Novel Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA). The outcome of
peak pressure, contact time and the pressure-time integral was compared between the control
(flat insole) and the three treatment conditions for each mask and foot separately.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 A significant decrease in peak plantar pressure was noted with all three of the custom

arch support mechanisms at the medial heel [M01] and first metatarsal head [M05] (P < 0.05)
(Table 1). Contact time increased at the medial midfoot [M03] (arch region) with all three arch
support mechanisms tested  (P < 0.05). Decreases in the pressure-time integral were significant
for the medial heel [M01], lateral heel [M02] and 1st metatarsal head [M05], while a significant
increase was noted at the lateral metatarsal heads [M07] with all three of the arch support
mechanisms tested (P < 0.05). The results suggest that custom arch support mechanisms, their
surface geometry, and the position the foot is digitized in are important features for pressure
redistribution in patients with diabetes.

PEAK PRESSURE (N/cm2)

Mask Region control
flat insole/no arch

full
weight- bearing

partial
weight -bearing

maximum arch
height

M01
medial heel

23.11 (4.64)

A

18.55 (7.51)

B, C  ⇓
19.20  (6.52)

B ⇓
16.89  (5.68)

C   ⇓
M02

lateral heel
21.72  (5.30)

A

20.43  (7.68)

A, B

20.61  (7.23)

A, B

19.38  (7.20)

B   ⇓
M03

medial midfoot
  12.14  (4.80)

A

10.46  (4.67)

A

11.53  (5.21)

A

11.65  (4.10)

A
M04

lateral midfoot
15.00  (4.72)

A

14.59  (3.40)

A

15.48  (4.31)

A

14.49  (4.52)

A
M05

1st metatarsal head
25.45  (10.47)

A

20.69  (7.88)

B   ⇓
20.55  (6.77)

B   ⇓
20.03  (10.28)

B   ⇓
M06

2nd  metatarsal head
20.80  (10.14)

A

20.75  (9.65)

A

21.70  (9.60)

A

21.40  (9.75)

A
M07

lateral metatarsal heads
16.04  (5.95)

B

17.55  (8.25)

A, B

19.90  (10.37)

A   ⇑
19.44  (8.91)

A, B
M08
hallux

18.10  (8.72)

B

22.28  (6.94)

A, B

23.59  (6.77)

A  ⇑
2195  (5.89)

A, B
M09

2nd , 3rd ,4th ,5th toes
9.18  (4.72)

A

11.18  (4.72)

A

11.23  (5.34)

A

11.19  (5.52)

A

Table 1. Mean (SD) peak pressures (N/cm2) for the right foot (n = 12).  Arrows indicate a
significant decrease ( ⇓ ) or increase ( ⇑ ) in pressure compared to the control (P < 0.05).
Results of the Duncan’s multiple range test show that means with the same letter are not
significantly different compared the control
(P < 0.05). (mask configuration after Cavanagh & Ulbrecht, 1994).
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DO SIMILARITIES IN FOOT SURFACE FORMS REFLECT SIMILARITIES
IN FOOT BONE STRUCTURE?

M. Kouchi, M. Mochimaru
Human-Environment System Department, National Institute of Bioscience and

Human-Technology, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8566, Japan

INTRODUCTION
A type classification for 3D foot forms is useful for designing last variation. A
method of defining dissimilarity between two 3D forms is proposed using the Free
Form Deformation technique (Mochimaru et al., 1997), where dissimilarity is defined
in terms of the transformation grid which deforms foot A into foot B (Figure 1). A
distribution map for 3D forms is obtained by analyzing the dissimilarity matrix
comparing subjects using multidimensional scaling. The transformation grid can be
used to modify lasts, and although only static 3D surface forms are analyzed here, the
technique can be applied to individual variations in skeletal structure and changes
with movements, which are important for the design of sport shoes.

REVIEW AND THEORY
There have been few, if any, studies that have analyzed both 3D surface and skeletal
data simultaneously. In the present study, we investigate whether dissimilarities in
surface data reflect dissimilarities in skeletal structure. Since many foot bones can be
palpated at the dorsal surface of the foot, surface data alone may be sufficient.

PROCEDURES
Nine landmarks on the surface of the right feet of four adult female subjects (foot
length 228-242 mm) were marked by pen and attached with markers (vitamin pill,
alfarol 0.25). The subjects' legs and feet were fixed in a recumbent posture using a
loading apparatus, which applied a load of about 10 kgf to the soles of the feet to
simulate a standing position (Figure 2). An MRI image of the right foot was taken for
9 minutes. After removing the markers, a mold of the right foot was made using
alginate with the subjects in the same posture and load condition, from which a
plaster model was made. Surface data from pternion to metatarsale tibiale was
represented by 267 data points, which were determined from the landmarks to ensure
that each point corresponded anatomically between subjects. From the MRI images,
3D coordinates were read using NIH image for 11 landmarks (markers) on the
surface and 13 in the foot bones. The surface data were digitized using Faroarm
(FARO Technology Inc.).  Registration of the coordinate systems for the MRI image
and the surface data was carried out by minimizing the total distance of the nine
landmarks common to both data. 9x5x5 control points were defined around the
surface data, and a transformation grid was calculated for all pairings of subjects
(N=12) using either surface data only (GRD-1), or surface plus 13 bone landmark



data (GRD-2), to investigate 1) whether bone landmarks were also transformed by
GRD-1, and 2) the effect of including bone data in the grid calculation of
dissimilarity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Registration errors for the plaster and MRI data was 1.6 mm/landmark, with MRI
image resolution of 1-1.5 mm. Between-individual difference for the 11 surface
landmarks read from the MRI images was 8.3 mm/landmark. After applying GRD-1,
the difference diminished to 3.1 mm/landmark, which is close to the total error.
Between-individual difference for the 13 bone landmarks was 8.7 mm/landmark,
which were diminished by applying GRD-1 and GRD-2 to 5.0 and 3.4 mm/landmark
respectively. Although transformation for bone landmarks was not complete as for
surface landmarks with GRD-1, the movement patterns were consistent.
Dissimilarity calculated from GRD-2 was larger than that calculated from GRD-1 by
3.1%, but the relation between subjects unchanged. The fact that between-individual
differences in thick soft tissue of the sole was much smaller than those in skeletal
structure may be the main cause for the differences in the movement of bone and
surface landmarks.
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THE INFLUENCE OF FOOTWEAR AND SHOE HARDNESS ON LOWER
EXTREMITY INTRALIMB COORDINATION STRATEGIES

M.J. Kurz1, and N. Stergiou2

1Peak Performance Technologies, Inc., Englewood, Colorado
2University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska

INTRODUCTION
The influence of footwear and shoe hardness on lower extremity intralimb coordination
strategies was examined in this study. Evaluation of curve correlations and mean absolute
differences of segmental relative phasing curves revealed that the phasing relationships
between segments were different while running barefoot and with shoes. The results
suggested that adaptations due to footwear are probably located at the ankle (shank-foot
relationships).

REVIEW AND THEORY
The inability of the body to dissipate the forces experienced during impact has been
speculated to be the cause of running injuries (Nigg & Segesser, 1992). Previous research
has not provided convincing evidence that shoe hardness is related to a decrease in impact
forces (Clarke et al., 1983; Nigg et al., 1987). The lack of evidence has been speculated to
be due to individual adaptive strategies (Clarke et al., 1983; Nigg et al., 1987). However,
limited research efforts have been made to investigate these adaptive strategies and how
they relate to shoe hardness. Insight into the strategies elicited by shoe hardness may be
gained through evaluation of coordination via relative phasing relationships between
segments. Relative phasing (RP) is a tool from the Dynamical Systems Theory of
movement coordination that can describe the coordinative behavior of two segments while
completing a task (Scholtz, 1990). Thus, the purpose of this study was to describe the
influence of shoe hardness and footwear on intralimb coordination patterns during
running.

PROCEDURES
Eight male heel-to-toe runners ran on a treadmill at a self-selected pace under the
following randomly selected conditions: hard shoe, soft shoe, and barefoot. The two shoes
were tested using an Impact Testing System (Exeter Research Inc.) in accordance with
ASTM recommended procedures. The two shoes were classified as hard (15g) and soft
(10g) based upon the impact test results. Ten consecutive footfalls were analyzed for each
condition. Right side, sagittal and frontal (rear) plane 2D kinematic data were collected
with two synchronized 180 Hz cameras (Peak Performance Technologies, Inc.). Phase
portraits from normalized segmental angular positions and velocities were used to
calculate phase angles (Scholtz, 1990). RP curves were calculated for three segmental
relationships (sagittal thigh-shank, sagittal shank-foot, and rear shank-foot) by subtracting
the phase angle of the proximal segment from the distal segment (Scholtz, 1990). Mean
ensemble RP curves were calculated for all conditions. The RP curves were compared
between conditions via (a) curve correlations (Derrick et al., 1994) and (b) by computing
a mean absolute difference (MAD) between the curves. A high correlation indicates that
the RP curves are similar or in other words the coordinative relationships between
segments remain the same between conditions. A low correlation indicates the opposite.
The MAD technique produces similar results with the curve correlations. However, it is



more sensitive to differences between curves and overcomes the limitations of the curve
correlations (Derrick et al., 1994).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results revealed lower correlations between the RP curves when barefoot was
compared with either shoe condition for both the rear and sagittal shank-foot. When the
two shoes were compared differences were minimal. For the sagittal shank-thigh
relationship, correlations were similar for all comparisons. The MAD results were similar
with the curve correlations. However, the curve differences were augmented and further
clarified via this technique. Clark et al. (1983) has suggested that inter-subject changes in
knee geometry is possibly the cause of the inconclusive results in shoe studies. However,
this study suggested that adaptations due to footwear are probably located at the ankle
(shank-foot relationships). The lack of differences between the shoes in this study might
be due to lack of statistical power. Bates and Stergiou (1996) have suggested that 25 trials
per condition are needed to avoid masking differences due to within-subject variability. In
this study only ten trials were analyzed.
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TIMING AND VALUES OF PEAKS OF PLANTAR PRESSURE AND FORCE FOR ALPINE SKI
INSTRUCTORS PERFORMING A VARIETY OF TURNS ON GROOMED TERRAIN

D. Lafontaine1 and M. Lamontagne2

Dept. of Cell. & Mol. Med.1 & School of Human Kinetics2, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

INTRODUCTION
Alpine skiing is a very popular endeavor for many people around the world, and thus represents an important
economic force in many regions and ski instruction plays a major role in the lives of most ski resorts1. Many skiers
rely on the expertise of instructors to further their enjoyment of the sport.  For various reasons, skiing research has to
date, been limited in scope2,3.  Improvements in data acquisition and storage technology have recently permitted on-
site research to be conducted3.  Therefore the purpose of this study was to investigate how the timing of peak plantar
pressures and forces varied when the most elite non-racers performed various types of turns.  This population was
chosen since they are the skiing image that most recreational skiers wish to emulate, furthermore most skiing
research to date has focused on racers almost exclusively4.

METHODS
Five males, level IV Canadian ski instructors, wearing size 9 (US) ski boots consented to participate in the study.
Each subject used his own ski equipment for the test sessions.  The subjects’ boots were equipped with pressure
sensitive insoles (Novel GmbH, Munich), and the subjects wore a data collection/storage unit on their back.  The
test runs were composed of four sections of turns of different radii.  Subjects went from section to section without
stopping; each testing session was thus a complete top-to-bottom ski run.  The pressure measurements were cut into
sections by turn type; from the middle portion of each section turns were selected for analysis.  The analyses were
performed on grouped data, by turn type and by foot (Left/Right) with a mask dividing the plantar surface of the
outside foot (foot farthest from center of turn) into five regions of interest (Lesser Toes [LT]; First Toe [FT]; Medial
Arch [MA]; Lateral Heel [LH] & Medial Heel [MH]).  The focus was directed at the outside foot as proper ski
technique demands6. Wilcoxon’s ranked pairs tests and sign tests were used to determine statistical significance.

RESULTS
A tendency was observed in the timing results, such that the „longer“ turns (GS, BP) produced earlier Peaks, in
certain areas, than the „shorter“ turns (SR). In effect, peaks as early as 31% of a turn were recorded (Pressure LF LT
& MH masks for GS).  In contrast, the latest Peaks (Pressure & Force) recorded were for the RF during DP turns
with 95%, in the LT mask. The SR turns were the skill where subjects produced the latest peaks with consistency.
Peak forces obtained ranged from 866 N (BP) up to 1492 N (SR)(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Force-time histories for all turn types, normalized to 100 percent, clockwise from bottom left: [A] Basic
Parallel (BP); [B] Short Radius (SR); [C] Dynamic Parallel (DP) & [D] Giant Slalom (GS)
Pressures ranging from 30 to 46 N/cm2 were the peak values attained.
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Statistically significant results are shown in Table 1, direction of the difference is indicated either by the
turn type (i.e. GS, etc...) or foot (L or R) added next to the symbols.  Comparisons were made Between Turn types
to assess differences between turn types, as well as Within Turn types to estimate kinetic symmetry. The statistical
results revealed few significant differences for the Peak Pressure values (Between Turn & Within Turn). However the
timing variables for both pressure and force showed that many of the turn types are different (Between Turn).  The
variables that demonstrated the most difference between turn types were the timing of the Peaks and the maximum
force recorded.

Table 1. Comparative Table of Statistically Different Force and Pressure Parameters
Turn DPL DPR GSL GSR SRL SRR BPL BPR
DPL * $L $GS; &GS &GS $SR ~ * ~
DPR * #GS $GS ~ $SR * %BP; $DP

GSL * $L &SR ~ %BP;
GS; &BP

&BP

GSR * #SR ~ #BP #BP
SRL * ~ ~ ~
SRR * ~ ~
BPL * %L
BPR *

% : Peak Pressure $ : Maximum Force #: Timing of Peak Pressure         &: Timing Maximum Force
~: no difference *: Not Applicable

DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS
The results indicate that peak pressures occurred prior to or simultaneously with peak forces in all turn types under
both feet, except for the first toe region of the right foot, during GS.  When looking under the total foot, the results
are somewhat different.  In that scenario, peak pressures occur prior to peak forces in two instances, DP LF and GS
LF.   From the obtained results, peak forces were recorded slightly later in the turns under the right foot in three of
four turn types, either under the whole foot or in specific regions.   Most of the peaks recorded occurred in the final
third of the turns.  As in gait, a „double-hump“ force profile is present in most types of turns (Figure 1), it is
however clearer in some (SR) than others.
A relatively high level of kinetic symmetry was attained during the present study.  Only one turn type (GS) showed
more than one case of statistically significant Within Turn comparisons. The reasons why the GS turns differed more
between one another than the other types of turns might have to do with the terrain that was used for testing.  A
slight „cross-hill“ fall line could have pulled the feet out from under our testers making Peak Forces and Pressures
smaller.  The statistical significance of our results is somewhat weak however, because of the procedures imposed by
the small sample in our study.   One thing that our results points to however, is that since there were significant
differences between turns normally reserved for skiers of varying ability, it further confirms the fact that these skiers
require equipment which addresses their needs.
To diminish inter-subject variability, it is obvious that more trials with more subjects are necessary, this same
improvement would also add to the statistical weight of the results and enable the use of more robust statistical
procedures.  Another measure which might improve the homogeneity of the results would be to standardize the
equipment used by the test skiers and to make the testing run conditions more consistent.  Future investigations on
the effects of new equipment technologies and designs or of skiing in various ski conditions are worth considering as
well.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING APPROACHES TO EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE OF
SHOCK ABSORBING INSERTS FOR FOOTWEAR

M. J. Lake and B. L. Patritti
Research Institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences, Liverpool John Moores University, U.K.

INTRODUCTION
Lower extremity impact loads during locomotion have been characterized by the magnitude and
timing of ground reaction forces and segmental accelerations.  These signals have also been
examined in the frequency domain (FD) to differentiate the cushioning properties of footwear.
This study investigates the use of signal analysis in the joint time-frequency domain (JTFD) to
further evaluate the efficacy of shock absorbing midsole materials in vivo.
Impact severity variables were calculated in the time domain (TD), FD, and JTFD to examine
their relative ability to differentiate shoe insert material properties.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Many authors have quantified lower extremity impact severity by examining the amplitude of
tibial shock signals as a function of time (TD).  In addition, a spectral analysis (FD) can be
performed on these signals based on the Fourier transform (FT) (1).  More recently, JTFD
analysis has been used to discover how the power spectrum of a signal changes over time (2).
Classic algorithms such as the square of the FT indicate only the average of a signals power
spectrum.   JTFD algorithms allow you to examine the instantaneous spectrum and
consequently are more suitable for studying a transient signal like tibial acceleration (3).
Rakotomamonjy et al. (1996) demonstrated that JTFD analysis was able to reveal higher
frequencies of impact tibial shock during running than previously reported by the traditional FT
technique.   The purpose of this study was to utilize controlled impacts to more closely evaluate
the use of JTFD analysis to differentiate footwear cushioning properties.

PROCEDURES
Eight subjects experienced controlled lower limb impacts on a human pendulum apparatus (4).
They experienced ten impacts at 0.95 m/s onto a wall-mounted force platform wearing the same
shoe in each of two different cushioning material inserts (M1 and M2).  Tibial shock was
measured using a miniature accelerometer attached to the distal shank with balsa wood and tight
strapping (skin pre-stretched prior to mounting).  Force and shock signals were sampled at 1000
Hz and low pass filtered at 100 Hz and then high pass filtered at 8 Hz prior to FD and JTFD.
Mean power frequency (MnPF) of the force and shock was calculated using FT.  Several
quadratic JTFD algorithms were used to analyze the data using a commercially available add-on
package for Labview (National Instruments Corp., U.S.A).  The Choi-Williams distribution
(CWD) was selected as most suitable for the specific transient nature of  tibial shock signals
measured.  The CWD has reduced crossterm interference compared to the Wigner-Ville approach
utilized by Rakotomamonjy et al. (1996) to examine tibial shock.  The energy of the signal in the
time-frequency plane was calculated with a resolution of 2 ms and 1.95 Hz.  The instantaneous
MnPF was calculated at each time interval and the peak frequency over the first 50 ms was
recorded from each spectrogram.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all the variables determined, material M1 demonstrated significantly greater impact severity
than M2.  The percentage increase in severity ranged from 7% to 54% (Table 1).

Proc. Impact Variable Unit M1 M2 Percent DIF.
TD Peak Force KN 1.53 ± 0.3 1.43 ± 0.3   7.2 ± 3.7

Force Load Rate (FLR) KN/s  134 ± 28  100 ± 18    33 ± 10
Peak Tibial Accel. g   8.0 ± 1.1  6.4 ± 0.9 25.4 ± 7.1

FD MnPF  Force Hz 16.9 ± 1.5 15.7 ± 1.2   7.4 ± 3.8
MnPF Tibial Accel. Hz 23.4 ± 1.0   20.0 ± 1.1 17.2 ± 4.0

JTFD Peak Inst. MnPF (Tib) Hz    34 ± 2    25 ± 3    35 ± 11
Peak Frequency (Tib) Hz    60 ± 5    39 ± 6    54 ± 17

Table 1: Comparison between materials for the impact variables calculated (Mean + SD).

JTFD variables differentiated the impact characteristics of the insert materials far better than
most of the TD and FD variables.  Although as indicated by previous authors, FLR also
discriminated well between materials.   In agreement with Rakotomamonjy et al. (1996) the peak
frequencies obtained from the impact spectrograms (above 60 Hz) were much higher than
previously found using the FT approach.  The importance of this low energy-high frequency
aspect of the impact signal, that clearly distinguishes materials, remains to be determined.  The
benefit of JTFD analysis becomes evident when plotting the frequency content over time (fig.
1).  Clear M1-M2 differences can be seen in the initial 20 ms and this time-course information
can be used to further investigate impact loading responses.
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Figure 1:  Typical evolution of the tibial MnPF (ten impacts with either insert M1 or M2).  
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SLIPPERS, SURFACES AND THE GAIT OF OLDER ARTHRITIC FEMALES: WHERE
ARE WE NOW?

B.J. Munro, J.R. Steele
Biomechanics Research Laboratory, University of Wollongong, Australia, 2522

INTRODUCTION
Inside homes, falls, as a consequence of slips, usually occur due to poorly designed household
footwear and the inappropriate way in which these shoes interact with different household
surfaces.  So why do people, particularly older individuals, select such inappropriate footwear?
Survey results indicated slippers were usually worn around the home, in preference to safer
footwear, because they moulded to the diverse shapes of most feet, particularly the diseased foot,
were easy to put on, and were comfortable.  A slipper that can provide the required comfort and
ease of use, while not predisposing older individuals to falls caused by slips, is urgently required.
Therefore, a study examining slipper-surface-disease state interactions has been implemented so
that guidelines for the design of slippers, which interact more effectively with typical household
floor surfaces, can be developed.

REVIEW AND THEORY
A major contributory factor in home falls is inappropriate footwear, such as poorly fitting
slippers (Finlay, 1986; Marr, 1993).  Most falls in the home occur when persons are engaged in
typical activities of daily living, such as walking, or as a consequence of environment factors such
as slippery floors.  As a slipper tends to lack structure it will mould well to the shape of any foot,
thereby reducing foot pain and discomfort in the diseased foot.  Slippers are also easy to put on
the feet, are inexpensive, soft, and comfortable.  However, slippers tend to become ‘sloppy’, do
not fit adequately, often have slippery vinyl soles, and can make it difficult to walk without
scuffing the ground.  Slippers thereby provide an insecure base for gait and, in turn, create the
potential for the wearer to slip or trip (Marr, 1993). Consequently, it is recommended that elderly
persons be discouraged from wearing slippers. Despite the apparent relationship between the
wearing of unsafe footwear and the incidence of falls in the home and between surfaces and falls,
no literature was located which identified the effects of interactions between household footwear
and surface characteristics on factors which may predispose older individuals to fall in the home.
Therefore, a two-phase study was initiated to examine household footwear-surface interactions to
enable appropriate design characteristics to be identified so that household footwear can be
modified to interact more effectively with typical household floor surfaces.

The first phase of the study involved a survey to identify a specific sub-population of persons
who suffered foot problems, thereby necessitating specialised household footwear, and who had a
history of falling in the home (Munro & Steele, 1998, 1999).  From 1715 random telephone calls,
276 eligible subjects (≥ 65 years) were identified and 200 agreed to complete the validated
questionnaire.  Sixty male (46.9%) and 68 female (53.1%) respondents (mean age 72 ± 5.9 years)
returned their surveys for analysis.  The main health condition reported for both male and female
respondents was arthritis (male = 36.7%; female = 50%) and 27 (21%) respondents reported a
fall.  The main health condition reported by those falling was arthritis (59.3%) with rheumatoid
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arthritic (RA) patients suffering more foot problems than patients with other forms of arthritis.
Shoes were worn in and around the house by 78.9% respondents, the most popular shoe being the
slipper (56.3%).  The most slippery surface reported was that of smooth tiles (40.6%) with
several respondents indicating they felt uneasy on wet surfaces, particularly tiles.  Carpet surfaces
were deemed least slippery.  It was concluded that a household shoe must be designed to cater for
the foot problems experienced by RA patients, which was also comfortable, relatively
inexpensive, and yet safe, irrespective of typical household surfaces.  Therefore, the purpose of
the second phase of the study, which is currently in progress, is to examine the effects of slipper-
surface interactions on the gait patterns of older females diagnosed with RA.

PROCEDURES
Fifteen female subjects (≥ 60 years) diagnosed with RA, who will act as experimental subjects,
and 15 matched controls, who will have no history of RA as determined by a Rheumatologist, will
have their height; weight; and lower extremity proportionality, strength, and flexibility, measured
using standard techniques.  A foot assessment will also be completed.  Each subject will walk
under three footwear conditions (barefoot, toe and closed back slipper) and three surface
conditions (carpet, dry tile and wet tile) in a random order.  Subjects will wear a harness for safety
in the event of a slip, trip or fall.  Lower limb three-dimensional kinematics, kinetics, pressure
distribution patterns, and electromyography (of quadriceps, hamstrings, tibialis anterior,
gastrocnemius, and peroneal muscles) will be recorded simultaneously during each gait trial.
Indices of pain, fatigue, slipperiness, and fear of falling will be recorded upon completing each
activity.  Each shoe and surface condition will be evaluated for friction, stability and shock
absorption properties before testing.  A three-way analysis of variance, with one between factor
(disease state) and two within factors (surface and slipper type), will be used to determine if the
surface-shoe-disease state interactions have a significant (p ≤ 0.05) effect on the biomechanical
variables characterising each subject’s gait.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is hypothesized that when wearing a specific slipper, subjects’ gait patterns will be influenced
by the surface they walk on.  That is, when subjects walk on a surface which is perceived as
slippery, it is hypothesized they will display a “fear of falling” gait (Sudarsky, 1990).
Furthermore, it is hypothesized that RA patients will respond differently to changes in the
slippers and surface conditions, as a direct result of their RA, compared to control subjects.
Analysis of the shoe-disease state interactions, the surface-disease state interactions and the shoe-
surface-disease state interactions will enable guidelines for the design of slippers, specifically for
RA patients, to be developed to accommodate their specific foot problems, while accounting for
the surfaces they are likely to walk on in the home.
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 THE THICKNESS OF THE HEEL PAD LOADED BY BODYWEIGHT IN OBESE
AND NORMAL WEIGHT ADULTS
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INTRODUCTION
The heel pad is a very special anatomic structure described as an elastic adipose tissue organized in
U-formed fibrous tissue septae. Several studies investigated the mechanical properties of the heel pad
and emphasized its function as a biological shock absorber during ambulation. The quality of shock
absorption seems to increase with the thickness of the heel pad. Prichasuk (1994) mentioned that
patients with plantar heel pain have a greater body mass index than normal subjects. Therefore, it is of
special interest to know whether subjects with a high body mass index possess thicker plantar adipose
tissue for better shock absorption. The purpose of this study was to determine the thickness of the
heel pad in overweight and normal weight subjects with the help of ultrasound imaging.  The results
can be used to relate heel pad thickness and the compressibility index (CI) to gender and body mass
index.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Previous studies investigated the mechanical properties of the heel pad in vitro or in vivo with
different measuring techniques. Depending on the experimental design, the unloaded heel pad
thickness, measured in vivo, has been reported to be 14.3 mm (Morag et al., 1997) and 23.15 mm
(Jackson, 1986). Recent studies showed that the real-time high-resolution ultrasonography is an
appropriate tool for the evaluation of the human heel pad in vivo (Kerr,et al., 1995; Morag et al. 1997;
Hsu et al., 1998). Although several studies were performed to relate the heel pad thickness to age,
gender and bodyweight, only little knowledge is available for the thickness of the heel pad as a
function of body mass index.

PROCEDURES
18 women and 32 men participated in this study. The body mass index
(BMI) was calculated by dividing body mass in kg by the square of the
height in m. A BMI value of 28 for both men and women was chosen
as the cut-off to assign subjects to the normal weight (N) or the
overweight (OV) group (Hennig et al., 1998). Using this criterion, 12
men and 7 women belonged to the overweight group. A hand held 7
MHz sector ultrasound probe was used to generate ultrasound images
(RT 6800 GE Medical Systems). The thickness of the heel pad was
determined between the skin and the calcaneal tuberosity on the
sonogram. The unloaded heel pad was measured in a recumbent
position. To measure the heel pad thickness (HPT) under static loads,
the subjects were instructed to stand with one foot on a scale and with
their other foot on a plexiglass platform (Fig.1). Using the scale, the
subjects adjusted their bodyweight to 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 % on their
foot which was placed above the ultrasound probe on the plexiglass

platform. Using this procedure, left and right feet from each subject were measured. The
compressibility index was calculated by dividing the change of HPT from a non-load to 100% load
condition by the thickness of the unloaded heel pad, expressed as a percentage.

RESULTS
Across all subjects, significant decreases in heel pad thickness were found from one load to the next
higher one (except for the 75% vs. 100% loading conditions). As shown in table 1, both the HPT and
the compressibility index is related to gender. There are also significant differences in HPT between
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the two weight groups (table 2). In figure 2 the heel pad thickness is plotted as a function of loading
for the overweight group (OV) as compared to the normal weight group (N). Using values from all
subjects significant correlations were found between BMI and unloaded heel pad thickness (Fig. 3).

Gender Age BMI CI UHPT LHPT 10% LHPT 25% LHPT 50& LHPT 75% LHPT 100%

Women 49,6
(12,2)

27,3
(4,7)

40,1
(8,6)

15,2
(2,1)

11,1
(2,0)

10,1
(2,0)

9,5
(1,6)

9,2
(1,6)

9,1
(1,7)

Men 59,6
(14,6)

27,5
(3,6)

34,8
(7,4)

16,1
(2,8)

12,3
(2,4)

11,5
(2,4)

11,0
(2,3)

10,6
(2,3)

10,4
(2,2)

p-value <0,01 n.s. <0,01 n.s. <0,05 <0,01 <0,01 <0,01 <0,01

Table 1: Heel pad thickness for women and men
Group Age BMI CI UHPT LHPT 10% LHPT 25% LHPT 50& LHPT 75% LHPT 100%

OV 50,2
(15,4)

31,4
(3,0)

38,8
(11,1)

17,1
(1,5)

12,6
(2,3)

11,9
(2,1)

11,9
(2,0)

10,9
(2,1)

10,4
(2,06)

N 60,9
(11,7)

25,0
(1,9)

35,5
(6,7)

15,0
(2,6)

11,3
(2,4)

10,5
(2,4)

9,9
(2,2)

9,7
(2,2)

9,7
(2,2)

p-value <0,01 -- n.s. <0,01 <0,05 <0,01 <0,01 <0,05 n.s.

Table 2: Heel pad thickness for normal and overweight subjects (BMI > 28) 

  Figure 2: HPT in N and  OV                     Figure 3: Relationship between BMI and UHPT 

DISCUSSION
The results for the unloaded thickness of the subcalcaneal fat pad in the normal weight group are
comparable to the values reported by Morag et al. (1997). The non-linear displacement of the heel
pad under loading is also mentioned in the literature (Hsu et al. 1998). Even though not significant,
HPT was slightly higher for the men, as it was also reported by Prichasuk (1994). If heel pad
thickness or the compressibility index would be a direct indicator of shock absorption, this study did
not find reasons why overweight subjects would have a disadvantage as compared to normal weight
subjects. With an increase in BMI a concomitant increase in heel pad thickness was found and the
index of compressibility was similar between the two groups. Shock absorption, because it is a
dynamic material property, can probably not only be judged by the thickness of the human heel pad.
Dynamic testing, measuring heel pad deformation vs. force application, is necessary to evaluate
different hysteresis responses of the heel pad from overweight against normal weight groups.
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EFFECTS OF FOREFOOT ORTHOTIC POSTING ON THE KINEMATICS OF THE
LOWER EXTREMITIES DURING WALKING

 M.A. Nurse, B.M. Nigg, S. Deazeley
Human Performance Laboratory, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada

Introduction
It is frequently suggested that overuse injuries may be the result of skeletal misalignment and
abnormal gait patterns (Messier et al., 1988).  Specifically, excessive pronation of the foot,
coupled with internal rotation of the tibia relative to the calcaneus have been identified as
potentially dangerous (McClay et al., 1997).  Patello-femoral pain syndrome (PFPS) is
thought to occur as a result of excessive tibial rotation resulting in abnormal tracking of the
patella.  One of the most common approaches to reduce the pain and frequency of injuries is
with the use of orthotics, and it is believed that orthotics may alleviate some of the loading in
the lower extremities (Novik et al., 1990).  However, the prescription of inserts has not been
scientifically validated, and the effects of such inserts are not well understood.
The role of an orthotic has been described to dissipate the kinetic forces, and control
abnormal movement of the subtalar and midtarsal joints (Donatelli, 1996). Orthotics are often
applied under the rearfoot, and attempt to control eversion, hence reducing the amount of
internal tibial rotation.  The role and effect of forefoot posting has not been researched in
detail.  It is speculated that by applying forefoot posts, changes will be seen throughout the
kinetic chain of the lower extremities.  The purpose of this study was, therefore, to examine
the effects of forefoot posting on the kinematics of the lower extremities, specifically the
in/eversion of the rearfoot (γ) and tibial rotation (ρ).

Procedures
A sample of three males were used for this study.  Subjects were required to walk at a speed
of 1.4ms-1 (±10%) along a 30m indoor pathway wearing one of four specially designed
inserts, or barefoot.  Each condition was assigned in a random order.  Two inserts were built
up in the medial forefoot area from the base of the first metatarsal head to the center of the
3rd phalange at a height of two and four millimeters (inserts M2, M4).  Two inserts were built
up in the lateral forefoot area from the base of the fifth metatarsal head to the center of the 3rd

phalange at a height of two and four millimeters (inserts L2, L4).  The inserts were held to
the foot using a nylon stocking.  Thin elastic wrap was then applied to the forefoot and
rearfoot to help prevent the movement of the insert relative to the foot, and the increase the
friction between the stocking and indoor surface.  Kinematic data was collected using six
high speed video cameras at sampling frequency of 120Hz, and controlled using Expert
Vision software (Motion Analysis Corporation).  Force data was collected with an embedded
Kistler force plate, sampling at a frequency of 1000Hz.  Five trials were collected for each
condition.  Data analysis was performed using Kintrak software (Motion Analysis) to
determine the relative movement between the foot and shank.. Variables of interest in this
study were defined as follows. ∆ρ and ∆γ: difference in ρ or γ from touchdown to minimum
ρ and γ respectively; ∆ρtot and ∆γtot: total excursion defined by the difference in maximum
and minimum values of ρ and γ respectively.



Results
The results of the L4, M4 and the barefoot conditions are reported here.  It was found that the
M4 insert had smaller values of ∆γ and ∆γtot than the L4 insert, indicating less eversion and
total excursion of the rearfoot.  The M4 insert also had the larger ∆ρ and ∆ρtot values than the
L4 insert.  The mean values for in/eversion of the foot and internal/external rotation of the
shank are presented in Figure 1.  It appeared that there was a systematic change in the
amount of tibial rotation between inserts, especially at the takeoff phase.  During the last
40% of stance, the M4  had larger values of external rotation, coupled with larger values of
rearfoot inversion in comparison to the L4 insert.

Discussion
Although it would not be appropriate to make any definitive statistical conclusions based on
a sample size of three subjects, some interesting trends did emerge.  It appeared that the
medially posted insert was able to restrict the amount of internal tibial rotation, and may be
able to control the amount of eversion of the foot, especially at takeoff.
Donatelli (1996) has reported that a medial forefoot posts serves to correct for forefoot varus
and reduce compensatory pronation of the foot, and is most effective druing the takeoff phase
of stance.  It may be that by controlling the take off phase of gait, specifically the amount of
external rotation, effective biomechanical changes can be implemented for the entire kinetic
chain of lower extremity movement.  It is not uncommon in the literature to see orthotic
posting in excess of 10° inclinations.  In this study, there were only subtle differences in the
amount of forefoot posting and some interesting findings emerged.  Based on these results, a
more comprehensive study is underway.  Using data from this study, and assuming a
clinically significant difference in tibial rotation of 5°, a sample size of 16 subjects is
required to have 80% power.
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Figure 1.  Selected kinematics of the lower extremities while walking with two different inserts with forefoot
posts.  Presented are mean values for a) in/eversion of the rearfoot, b) internal/external rotation of the shank.



IN VIVO ASSESSMENT OF THE SHOCK ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR INSERT MATERIALS

B. L. Patritti and M. J. Lake
Research Institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences, Liverpool John Moores University, U.K.

INTRODUCTION
Standard procedures have been developed to test the performance of different shock absorbing
midsole materials for footwear using mechanical impacter devices (ASTM, 1995).  Material
properties are determined using a specific impacting mass and velocity, however, these
procedures neglect the material’s interaction with the body in moderating the shock to its
structures.  This investigation examined relative material performance while subjects wore
athletic footwear for three controlled impact velocities of a human pendulum apparatus.

REVIEW AND THEORY
Previous studies assessing the shock absorbing performance of athletic footwear during
overground running have shown few significant differences in impact forces for shoes of differing
midsole hardness.  More recently a human pendulum approach has been used to assess the
cushioning performance of footwear under controlled initial lower limb kinematics, for which
midsole cushioning differences were shown for one impact velocity (Lawless and Lafortune,
1995).  However, materials used in athletic footwear exhibit visco-elastic properties and
therefore their shock absorbing properties are load rate dependent.  Greater load rates may affect
the relative shock absorbing performance of insert materials, necessitating their assessment over
a range of controlled impact velocities.  Also, few studies have assessed cushioning insert
materials by systematically incorporating them into a shoe midsole.  The purpose of this study
was to assess the relative in vivo shock absorbing performance of seven insert materials
incorporated into a shoe for a range of three controlled impact velocities.

PROCEDURES
Eight male subjects (mean age 28.8 yr., mass 70.8 kg, and height 1.70 m) experienced impacts to
the right heel using a human pendulum apparatus (Lafortune and Lake, 1995).  Subjects wore
experimental athletic shoes with seven insert materials (M1-M7) alternately positioned into a
hole (40 × 70 × 10 mm) cut into the heel.  Subjects wore the same insole and sports socks.  Ten
to eleven consecutive impacts per insert material were administered for 3 impact velocities, 0.85
m s-1 (V1), 0.95 m s-1 (V2) and 1.05 m s-1 (V3).  Insert materials and impact velocities were
randomised for each subject.  Subjects maintained their knee in full extension during impacts,
with the foot slightly dorsiflexed to ensure a heel first contact.  External impact force (WRF) was
measured by a wall-mounted force platform.  Tibial shock (TS) was measured by a skin-
mounted accelerometer attached to the anterior medial aspect of the tibia, 10 cm proximal to the
medial malleolus.  Head shock (HS) was measured by a bite bar mounted accelerometer.  Force
and shock signals were sampled at 1000 Hz and low pass filtered at 60 Hz and then high pass
filtered at 8 Hz prior to spectral analysis.  Impact severity was characterised by peaks, time to
peaks and mean power frequency (MnPF) of WRF, TS, HS.  A two-way repeated measures
ANOVA was applied to each impact variable (α = 0.05).



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Relative performance of materials M1-M7 for WRF and TS for V1, V2 and V3.

All impact variables examined showed significant main effects (p < 0.05) for both materials and
impact velocity, except WRF and HS MnPF’s, which were significant for the materials only.
Across the range of loads experienced by the subjects (~1.7-2.3 BW’s) the seven materials
showed consistent relative shock absorbing performance for the 3 impact velocities (Figure 1).
The WRF load rate (LR) interaction was very similar to that of tibial shock.  The relative
difference in performance of inserts M4 and M5 for the time domain variables was 5-26%, while
for the frequency domain variables it was 5-14% for V1.  Based on extreme material differences
the present data suggests LR and TS best differentiate between insert materials’ shock absorbing
performance for the range of impact velocities tested.  Lawless and Lafortune (1995) also
reported the former as superior in differentiating between footwear midsole cushioning.  Time
domain variables were most sensitive, particularly LR, to changes in impact velocity.  The
frequency domain variables showed a lack of sensitivity to velocity changes, although they
tended to increase with velocity, but clearly they are more dependent on material properties
rather than velocity. For most of the materials examined the majority of the impact variables
(WRF, LR, TS, HS and TS MnPF) demonstrated an approximately linear increase with velocity
for the group.  Interestingly, however, some subjects showed non-linear tendencies for WRF, LR
and TS.  These individual trends need further investigation across a greater range of impact
velocities to confirm whether group trends are still approximately linear.  In conclusion, for the
present in vivo testing procedure the particular range of impact velocities did not alter the
relative shock absorbing performance of the insert materials tested.
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ASSESSING ICE HOCKEY SKATE BOOT STIFFNESS
 

David J. Pearsall, René A. Turcotte, David L. Montgomery
Department of Physical Education, McGill University, Montréal, Québec, Canada, H2W 1S4

INTRODUCTION
Research in sports footwear from running shoes (e.g. Ujihashi, 1997) to down-hill ski

boots (e.g. Nemic & Leonardi, 1998) has been conducted to quantify the mechanical
characteristics and durability of these product; however, to date similar techniques to
evaluate ice hockey skate boots have not been available.  Hence, the purpose of this study
was to establish the apparatus and protocol necessary to measure the stiffness characteristics
of various types of ice hockey skate boots. Specifically, stiffness of the boot was measured
during dorsiflexion (DF) , plantarflexion (PF), inversion (INV), eversion (EV) and two
torsion movements (medial and lateral, or MT and LT, respectively).
 

PROCEDURES
Three models of skates were selected for testing, this included the Bauer Supreme

1000, and 5000 and the Bauer Air 90 (respectively, B1000, B5000 and A90).  These models
differed in design and construction. Ten samples of each skate model were evaluated.

An Instron™ material testing apparatus (Lloyds Instruments Inc.) was used to obtain
the force/displacement data and stiffness (Young) moduli.  Attached to the Instron were a
skate boot support and a variable direction lever (cam) mechanism to isolate specific
movements for testing (Fig 1).   In combination, the above apparatuses allowed torque to be
applied to a foot-ankle last inside the skate.  Wood support blocks were used to raise the boot
to a height aligning the axis of the cam with the axis of rotation of the foot-ankle last.

Each skate had the Tuuk™  holder and blade removed. Two holes were drilled
through the soles of the boots to attach them to the support blocks. Two bolts were used to
fasten the skate and the support blocks to a _ inch aluminum plate.  For the PF, DF, EV and
INV tests the boot was secured to one common block.  For the MT and LT tests, only the
back of the boot was secured to permit torsion of the boot.  The foot last was placed in the
boot then laced to a uniform tightness.  For the six tests, predetermined displacement
maneuvers were performed on each skate (Table 1)

Motion Angular
displacement

EV 30°
INV 30°
DF 30°
PF 20°
LT 25°
MT 25°

Table 1.
Range of motion for the six
movement tests.

Figure 1.  Configuration of testing apparatus.

mounting block

Instron produces
displacement in
cable, and
measures tension

boot with last

cam with torsion arm

connected to last
tension in cable
transmitted to cam



To absorb cable slack an initial 10-15 N pre-load was placed on the cable connected
to the boot-last starting in a neutral position. The rate of displacement of the cable was 50
mm/min. Force-displacement data were recorded then transferred to spreadsheet files for
later analysis.

A three-way MANOVA was used to test for any differences with a statistical
software package (SYSTAT™).  The statistical model used for this analysis was:  S10 ( M3 x
O2 ) x T6,  where:  S = Sample; M = Model; O = Test order; T = Test.  Post-hoc tests (Tukey
HSD α=0.05) were conducted to identify specific effects.

RESULTS
Table 2 summarizes the stiffness of the various skate models for each of the

displacement maneuvers.  The B5000 skates demonstrated consistently greater stiffness when
compared to the A90 and B1000 skate models.  The B5000’s were found to be significantly
stiffer than the B1000 in all six tests (P<0.05).  Furthermore, the B5000’s were significantly
stiffer than the A90’s for eversion and inversion tests (P<0.05).  Lastly, the A90 were shown
to be significantly stiffer than B1000 in lateral torsion (P<0.05).   The test order was not
found to have a statistical effect on the stiffness measures.

Skate model EV INV PF DF MT LT
B5000 46.1±14.5 35.6±11.3 100.2±31.7 79.8±25.2 40.9±12.9 31.1±9.8

A90 31.5±10.5 26.8±  8.9 89.9±30.0 67.5±22.5 31.8±10.6 29.3±9.8
B1000 24.7±  8.2 27.7±  9.2 69.6±23.2 54.2±18.1 26.1±  8.7 22.8±7.6

Table 2. Average stiffness moduli (N/mm) for each test by skate model (± SE)
 

DISCUSSION
Based on the above findings two major conclusions appear justified: (1) the constructed
apparatus and protocol were able to distinguish stiffness characteristics for different types of
skates, and (2) quantitative measures of stiffness were possible for all six ranges of motion.
The constructed apparatus and protocol provides a systematic means for evaluating the
stiffness characteristics of skate boots. This approach can aid manufacturers in evaluating the
effects that specific designs, constructions and materials may have on the mechanical
behaviour of skates, as well as permitting quality control of production.  Future efforts should
focus on improving the efficiency of the testing protocol.  As well, the mechanical properties
of the combined skate-and-blade-holder need to be addressed.
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ARE THE KINETIC AND KINEMATIC CHANGES TO GAIT CAUSED BY
FOOT ORTHOTIC USE IN A PRONATED POPULATION PERMANENT, OR

MITIGATED DURING A ONE-MONTH PERIOD OF ADAPTATION

L.B. Rosenfeld, J.Ronsky, P. Wiley, D. Caswell
Human Performance Laboratory, The University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada

INTRODUCTION

Foot orthotics are used commonly by a variety of medical practitioners to reduce pronation or
alter improper foot biomechanics that are thought to increase mechanical stresses and con-
tribute to overuse injuries of the foot.  Researchers have gathered qualitative data from pa-
tient surveys to offer proof of foot orthotic efficacy (Gross et al.,1991; Orteza et al.,1992;
Sperryn and Restan,1983).  Surveyed patients either have completely or partially recovered
from injuries such as shin splints, plantar fasciitis, stress fractures and inversion ankle sprains
while using prescribed foot orthotics.  In addition there have been several quantitative studies
that demonstrated foot orthotics affect both the kinetics and kinematics of gait when used by
pronated subjects (Johanson et al.,1994; Nawoczenski et al.,1995; Novick and Kelley,1990) .
Unfortunately, the repeatability of quantitative results has been poor.  Many researchers have
been unable to confirm quantitative orthotic effects, or have found significant variations in
effects.  Foot orthotic therapy is therefore controversial, since quantitative researchers have
been unable to repeatably determine kinetic or kinematic effects.

Unexpected results from past related research have led some to speculate; that human adap-
tation may play some role in kinetic and kinematic studies.  Cavanagh and Edington (Cava-
nagh and Edington,1997) used 5 and 10o medial and lateral heel wedges to simulate the effect
of a posted foot orthotic.  Despite the fact that a 10o wedge angle is greater than typically
prescribed for functional orthotics, they determined that very little change in the rearfoot leg
relationship occurred.  Therefore, it can be concluded that in a similar experiment with actual
foot orthotics, Cavanagh would also have been unable to determine changes.  The researchers
reasoned that „the subject … compensated such that and [sic] any consistent trends were
eliminated“ and further that „the effect of habituation to the device on this compensation re-
mains to be determined“.

In a study on the effects of sneaker midsole hardness on ground reaction forces during run-
ning, researchers determined ground reaction forces did not increase significantly as sole
hardness was increased (Nigg et al.,1987).  A mechanical system would have had an opposite
result.  Nigg speculated that increased initial speed of pronation was responsible for the sur-
prisingly small change in impact force peaks when midsole hardness was increased.  He was
unable to conclude whether this change in pronation speed was caused solely by mechanical
changes to the midsole (variation of hardness), or by the combination of mechanical changes
and internal adaptation of the neuromuscular control system.

The knowledge gap created by the variability of study results leaves us in an unusual pre-
dicament.  Despite the fact that foot orthotics remain widely used, to the extent they are even
used prophylactically in forms with functional purposes similar (motion control and stability
sunning shoes), their mechanical function, consistency and permanence of effects are not
specifically known.  It has been proposed, human adaptation may play some role in the vari-
ance of results.  Yet no one has conducted a quantitative experiment applicable to a general
pronated patient population.



Therefore, the purpose of this proposed research is to determine whether initial orthotic ef-
fects (kinetic and kinematic) are constant or varied over a one-month adaptation period.  It is
anticipated results from this research will help answer and further open dialogue on such
questions as:

1. Are the initially reported effects of foot orthotics the true effects and should they be re-
ported as such?

2. Does human adaptation over time impact biomechanic device effects?

PROCEDURES

Fifteen subjects (> 12 degs. calcaneal eversion during relaxed stance, >18 yrs. old, with no
current gait affecting injuries) will be given appropriately sized identical test shoes (ECCO
Canada) and identically posted (4o medial rearfoot + 2o medial forefoot) custom firm shoe
inserts (Amfit Corp., Colman Prosthetic and Orthotic).  These will be worn as a unit 8
hrs/day, 6 days/wk. for the length of the study, with the exception of a, shoes only, first week
for the purposes of separating shoe adaptation from insert adaptation (Fig. 1).  A five-camera
array (Motion Analysis Corp.) and forceplate (Kistler Corp.) will be used to collect motion
data, 10 trials/condition for each scheduled week.  A calcaneal mold glued to the calcaneus
with an externally visible marker triad will be used to display calcaneal motion.  An ANOVA
will be used to calculate changes in dependent variables (calcaneal angle at heel strike, ve-
locity of eversion, acceleration of eversion, maximum angle of eversion, % of stance phase at
maximum eversion angle, tibial rotation, heel strike force and COP).

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 5
Barefoot data Shoe data Shoe/orthotic data Shoe/orthotic data

Distribute
shoes

Distribute or-
thotics

Shoe data Shoe data

Shoe data Shoe/orthotic
data

Fig. 1 Schedule time line.  Data will be collected ten trials each condition
        at the beginning of each week.
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IN-SHOE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION:
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

Martyn Shorten1, Bin Xia2, Tim Eng2 and Dan Johnson2
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INTRODUCTION
In a typical analysis of in-shoe pressure distributions, areas of particular interest are selected by
the application of masks to the raw data. Each masked area is scanned for pressure peaks and
statistical analyses are applied to the peak values. The purpose of this paper is to describe an
alternative approach to analysis, in which whole pressure distributions are treated as analyzable
objects and comparatively little information is discarded.

METHODS
Instead of applying masks, we have developed a procedure in which data from all the cells of a
pressure-sensitive insole are processed iteratively. Raw pressure data from a single step are
processed to determine distributions of peak pressure, peak rate of loading, impulse and contact
time. Data from multiple steps in a trial are averaged on a cell by cell basis. Sums and sums of
squares for each cell are retained at each stage of processing in order to facilitate later statistical
analysis. Depending on the experimental model, mean differences, t-tests, analyses of variance
and other statistics can also be calculated on a cell by cell basis. Both data and statistical results
are presented graphically, typically as contour maps.

EXAMPLE
Figures 1 and 2 show an example of this procedure applied to the results of a study of the effects
of walking speed and cushioning on in-shoe pressure distribution. Forty-two male subjects
walked on a motorized treadmill at 1.0 and 2.0 m s-1 in a cushioned running shoe and a
minimally cushioned shoe. In-shoe pressure distributions were recorded using a Novel gmbh
Pedar® insole system. For each subject-condition, data from five non-consecutive steps of the
left foot were retained for analysis. Subject-condition means, condition means and standard
deviations were calculated for each data cell. Differences between the means of each condition
were tested using two-way repeated measures analysis of variance.
    With increased walking speed, pressure under the foot increased in the heel and distal forefoot
regions but decreased significantly in the proximal forefoot (Figure 1). No significant differences
were found in the medial proximal arch area. Softer cushioning reduced pressure under the
calcaneus (Figure 2) but significantly increased pressure in peripheral regions of the heel. In the
forefoot, cushioning significantly decreased peak pressure in lateral regions but peak pressures
on the medial margin increased significantly.

DISCUSSION
Walking speed and cushioning do not affect plantar load distributions uniformly. The application
of masks to pressure distributions results in a large portion of the collected data being discarded,
including the specific location of pressure peaks and potentially useful information changes that
are not correlated with maximum values. In the example used here, the observation that
cushioning not only reduces peak pressures but also redistributes load to other regions of the
plantar surface might not have been made with a conventional analytical approach.



A B C      D

Figure 1: Effect of walking speed on in-shoe peak pressure distribution
(A), (B) Mean peak pressure distributions (contour interval = 50 kPa). (C) Mean difference between
speeds (contour interval = 25 kPa) (D) Analysis of variance results.

A B C D

Figure 2: Effect of cushioning on in-shoe peak pressure distribution during walking
(A), (B) Mean peak pressure distributions (contour interval = 50 kPa). (C) Mean difference between
speeds (contour interval = 25 kPa). (D) Analysis of variance results.



KNEE JOINT MOMENTS AND PATELLOFEMORAL PAIN SYNDROME IN RUNNERS
PART I: A CASE CONTROL STUDY; PART II: A PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY
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INTRODUCTION
The knee has been shown to be the most common site of running injuries and
Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome (PFPS) has been shown to be the most common diagnosis
within the area of the knee1.  There is a lack of understanding as to the factors responsible
for the onset of PFPS in runners.  Some researchers have speculated that the mechanical
etiology of PFPS in runners may be an increased internal rotation of the tibia caused by an
increased pronation of the foot during the stance phase in running2,3.  Others have shown
factors such as Q-angle to be strong discriminators between runners with and without
PFPS4. It may be speculated that knee joint loading (i.e., knee joint moments) may play a
functional role in the onset of PFPS in runners.  Also, there exists a lack of prospective
studies which have identified risk factors related to running injuries5.  Therefore, the
purposes of these studies were to 1) identify functional variables which may be related to
PFPS in runners through a Case Control study design and 2) to see if these factors are
related to the onset of PFPS in a group of runners with the use of a Prospective Cohort
Study.

METHODS
Case Control Study
Two groups of runners were used as subjects in this study.  The first group (n=20) included
runners who had been positively diagnosed with PFPS.  The second group (n=20) included
runners who had never been diagnosed with PFPS.  Kinematic data were collected using a
4-camera high speed (200 Hz) 3-dimensional motion analysis system.  Reflective markers
(3 per segment) were placed on the rearfoot, lower leg and upper leg.  Kinetic data were
collected (1000 Hz) using a force platform. Three trials were collected per subject.  The
running speed (4.0 +/- 0.2 m/s) was monitored using two photo cells at shoulder height.
All trials were collected with the subject running in the same shoe (Adidas Cushion).  A
standard inverse dynamics approach was used to calculate the knee joint moments in 3-
dimensions and these were compared between the two groups using an ANOVA.
Prospective Cohort Study
Baseline biomechanical data were collected using a similar procedure as mentioned above
on 145 runners prior to the beginning of the summer running season.  During a 6 month
period, a total of 6 runners were diagnosed with PFPS.  These 6 injured subjects were
matched to 12 non-injured subjects (2 matched controls per injured subject).  The criteria
for matching subjects included that the non-injured subjects had similar weekly training
distances, similar years of running experience, similar mass and same gender.  A
comparison of knee joint moments in 3 dimensions was performed similar to the methods
used in Part I.  Additionally, three barefoot running trials were collected for this part.

Results
Figures 1 and 2 present average curves of all of the subjects for the Case Control and the
Prospective studies, respectively.  Table 1 summarizes all of the maximal values for both
studies.  Table 2 summarizes the individual differences for each injured subject in the
Prospective Cohort Study.



  
Figure 1: Stance phase knee joint moments in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes comparing asymptomatic

(n=20) to PFPS (n=20) runners, running heel-toe, with a shoe, at 4.0 m/s.(CASE CONTROL Study Design)

Figure 2: Stance phase knee joint moments in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes comparing asymptomatic
(n=12) to PFPS (n=6) runners, running heel-toe, with a shoe, at 4.0 m/s.(PROSPECTIVE Study Design)

Table 1: Comparison of average maximal knee moments and standard deviations  in the sagittal, frontal and transverse
planes for both study designs.  Only shoe running was collected for the Case Control Study.

Table 2: Individual subject values for the Prospective Study.  Values shown are differences in % from the average of the
asymptomatic group.  A positive value indicates a higher moment compared to the asymptomatic average.

DISCUSSION
Increased knee joint loading in the frontal (ab-adduction moments) and transverse
(external-internal rotation moments) planes may lead to increased stresses within or around
the patellofemoral joint and thus leading to pain.  Both maximal abduction and maximal
external rotation knee moments were approximately 20% higher for the injured runners in
the case control study.  No statistical differences were seen.  Results of the prospective
study showed a similar trend.  These differences became statistically significant for the
external rotation moment when looking at barefoot running.  More importantly, the PFPS
group had a 65% higher maximal knee abduction moment and a 90% higher maximal
external knee rotation moment.  For the prospective study, individual differences revealed
that 5 of the 6 injured subjects had a 30% or greater value for the abduction and external
rotation moment for barefoot running.  This pattern was also evident for 8 of the 20 injured
subjects in the Case Control study.  There is a strong possibility that increased knee joint
moments are contributing factors leading to the onset of PFPS in runners.
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condition variable [unit] sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6
∆ (max extension moment) % -25.5 -23.8 -3.9 -18.5 -19.1 -47.5
∆ (max abduction moment) % 139.9 21.2 72.7 -48.1 73.8 38.6
∆ (max external rot moment) % 176.2 -14.0 96.9 -57.5 81.4 119.2
∆ (max extension moment) % -35.6 -27.5 -2.6 -32.0 -35.9 -25.8
∆ (max abduction moment) % 165.1 81.5 89.4 -21.3 54.3 22.4
∆ (max external rot moment) % 239.7 74.5 129.2 -13.7 74.2 34.1

shoe

barefoot

max extension (SD) p-value max abduction (SD) p-value max ext rotation (SD) p-value
asymp 20 124.1 (47.5) -103.1 (35.6) 27.9 (16.2)
pfps 20 129.1 (29.6) -127.3 (66.1) 35.8 (16.5)
asymp 12 132.1 (31.2) -49.9 (33.6) 12.9 (10.2)
pfps 6 101.7 (18.8) -74.7 (29.2) 21.5 (10.5)

asymp 12 128.9 (33.0) -45.5 (31.2) 11.8 (7.8)
pfps 6 94.6 (16.1) -75.2 (27.0) 22.4 (10.2)

Knee Moment [Nm]

0.03 *

0.16

0.08

0.12

0.03 *

0.69 0.16 0.14

0.05

study condition group n

prospective

case control shoe

shoe

barefoot



MEASUREMENT OF PLANTAR PRESSURES, REARFOOT MOTION, AND TIBIAL
SHOCK DURING RUNNING 10 KM ON A 400 M TRACK

 
T. F. Sterzing, E. M. Hennig

Biomechanics Laboratory, University of Essen, Germany, D 45117

INTRODUCTION
Running style is likely to change as a consequence of fatigue. When does fatigue set in and what are the
biomechanical changes that can be expected during distance running? The knowledge of changes in
running behavior should have consequences for the construction of adequate footwear to protect
runners from overuse injuries.

REVIEW AND THEORY
On a treadmill, Brüggemann et al. (1995) studied the effect of fatigue on peak vertical impact force and
rearfoot motion of runners. The authors reported a decrease in impact peak force, changes in rearfoot
kinematics and a decrease of the mean power frequency of the m. triceps surae during a 45 minute run
on a treadmill. The authors concluded from their results that stiffness regulation is effected by fatigue.
To study the changes of foot loading during fatigue, in-shoe plantar pressure measurements were
performed for overground running. 

PROCEDURES
Using a portable data acquisition system, 22 experienced male runners ran 10 km on a 400 m track in
the same type of shoe (Nike Air Beckon). The runners were asked to run their best time for the given
distance in order to observe effects of fatigue. A light weight Toshiba Laptop Computer (Libretto 100
CT) with a PCMCIA 12 bit A/D converter card was  placed together with the electronic
instrumentation in a back pack (total weight 2300 gram). Data collection was triggered at intervals of
one minute for a duration of each 10 seconds at a rate of 1 kHz per channel. Rearfoot angle, tibial
shock and plantar pressures were measured at the right leg of each subject. A pressure distribution unit
Halm PD-16 (Halm GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany) with eight single piezoceramic transducers was used
for the in-shoe pressure measurements. The transducers were positioned at palpated anatomical
locations underneath the medial and lateral heel and midfoot, the metatarsal heads I, III and V, and the
hallux. In a questionnaire the subjects reported that the transducers were barely felt under the foot
during running. No subject had a feeling of discomfort during running, and they did not believe that the
presence of the sensors influenced their running style. Simultaneously with the recording of the plantar
pressures, acceleration measurements at the tibia were performed with a low weight Entran
accelerometer (Type EGAX-F-25). As previously described, rearfoot motion was measured with an
electrogoniometer (Milani, et al., 1995). Peak rearfoot motion, as evaluated in this study, refers to the
total movement from the supination angle at ground contact to maximum pronation during stance.
During a 10 second data collection interval between 12 and 15 ground contacts are collected. From the
12 to 15 repetitions mean values of the biomechanical parameters as well as intraindividual variability
measures (Standard Deviation SD, Coefficient of Variability CoV) were calculated. Lap times were
taken at 400 m intervals by the runners, using a wrist watch. The first 400 and the last 400 m were
excluded from the analysis, to avoid influences on the data, possibly being caused by modified running
styles during start and finish. Depending on performance level, the runners´ times varied between 30
and 50 minutes for the 10 km distance. For normalization purposes, the total running time of each
individual was divided into 5 equal intervals, and averages of the biomechanical variables were
calculated.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Only a small but significant reduction (p<0.01) in running speed was found from the first (3.7 m/s) to
the second half (3.6 m/s) of  the 10 km distance. From the first to the last of the five distance intervals,
stride cycle time increased from 700 to 712 ms (p<0.01) and ground contact time by approximately 3%
from 247 to 254ms (p<0.01). Table 1 summarizes the parameter means from the first (400 m – 2240 m)
to the last interval (7760 m -9600 m).



P-LH P-MH P-LMF P-MMF P-M-V P-M-III P-M-I P-Hallux P-ACC PROM
INT I 611 634 201 218 346 690 947 433 8.7 16.0
INT V 546 ** 586 ** 186 ** 175 ** 328 * 635 ** 850 * 370 ** 8.3 15.7

Table 1: Peak pressures (in kPa) under the lateral & medial heel and midfoot (P-L/MH; P-L/MMF), the metatarsal
heads V, III, I and the hallux (P-M-V/III/I; P-Hallux); peak acceleration in g (P-ACC) and peak range of
rearfoot motion in degrees (PROM) (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01).

At the end of the 10 km run the peak pressures are substantially lower as compared to the first 2000 m.
Peak acceleration is slightly reduced and there is no change in the total range of rearfoot motion or
maximum pronation velocity (652 °/s, Int-1 vs. 623 °/s, Int-V). Although only a minor change in
running speed was found throughout the 10 km distance, peak pressures showed reduced values from
the beginning to the end of the run. The changes were biggest from interval 1 to interval 2, as it can be
seen in figure 1.

The early change indicates that it is probably not caused by fatigue but occurs as a consequence of
modifications in footwear properties. It is known that the temperature inside of a running shoe increases
with the duration of running. This temperature change and the mechanical use of the shoe may cause a
softening of the midsole material. Relative load analyses are independent of changes of material
properties with time, because they relate the force-time integral from one anatomical area to the
summed integral of all other anatomical areas. Therefore, a relative load analysis was performed to
investigate if runners use different foot loading strategies in the later course of a run. Figure 2 shows
the changes in relative loads between the first and second half of the total running distance. During the
second half of their run the subjects demonstrated increased loading of the rearfoot and the lateral
portion of the mid- and forefoot, unloading the medial midfoot and the first ray (1st metatarsal bone and
hallux). Less involvement of the first ray may be the consequence of fatigue, because the first ray is one
of the primary structures during push-off in locomotor activities. The tendency of a more lateral loading
pattern may also explain why the peak range of rearfoot motion did not increase towards the end of the
run, although the midsole material became softer with time.
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Correlations Between the Mechanical Properties of Running Shoes/
Artificial Tracks and the Sensory Evaluations by Distance Runners
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Introduction
In case of running on artificial tracks, the optimum cushioning characteristics of running
shoes would depend on the hardness of track materials. In this paper it is investigated by
conducting of mechanical tests and runners' sensory evaluations on shoes with artificial
tracks how the optimum sole cushioning of running shoes is affected by the hardness of
artificial tracks and how the mechanical properties are correlated with the sensory
evaluations by distance runners.

Mechnical tests on shoe soles and artificial tracks
Drop weight impact tests (1)(Drop weight:18 kg, Impact velocity:1m/s) are carried out on 4-
type of running shoes which have 4 different materials and different constructions. Figure 1
shows the force and deformation relationship obtained by eliminating time from force and
deformation responses, which are measured
by the drop weight tests onto 4 different
shoe soles and 4 different artificial tracks.
Typical parameters extracted from Figure 1
are listed in Tables 1 and 2 in order to
prescribe the obvious characteristics. Energy
absorption rates do not have big deviation
and the values of shoe soles are almost
double of artificial tracks. Average Young's
moduli are roughly proportional to the
rubber hardness and the values of artificial
tracks are much higher than those of shoe
soles. Then, the cushionings of shoe soles
will have stronger effects on runners'
sensory evaluations as running gears than
those of artificial tracks. Figure 1: Force and deformation
                                       relationship on shoes and artificial tracks
Table 1: Shoe soles tested and their mechanical properties

Shoe Sole
Rubber

Hardness
[Asker(C)
Hardness]

Maximum
Force
[kN]

Maximum
Deformation

[mm]

Energy
Absorption

[%]

Average
Young's
Modulus
[kN/m]

S1 49.7 0.700 13.6 55.5 51.6
S2 54.8 0.748 12.0 55.2 63.0
S3 61.7 0.762 10.8 56.1 71.7
S4 66.4 0.859 10.0 55.8 87.4
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Table 2: Artificial tracks tested and their mechanical properties
Artificial

Track
Maximum Force

[kN]
Maximum

Deformation
[mm]

Energy
Absorption

[%]

Average Young's
Modulus
[kN/m]

T1 1.22 4.78 29.3 257
T2 1.74 5.00 19.8 348
T3 1.85 4.57 26.4 408
T4 2.26 3.94 24.4 582

Sensory evaluations and their correlations with mechanical properties
Whole evaluations on running by wearing 4
different shoes on 4 different artificial tracks,
that is, 4 different stadiums, are carried out by
4 distance runners. Data acquisition of sensory
evaluations and after processings are
conducted based on the Scheffe's method (2).
Figure 2 shows the results of the sensory
evaluations by Runner A on whole evaluation,
cushioning and stability against the
mechanical hardness of shoe soles, that is,
average Young's modulus, regarding 4
different artificial tracks. Favourite hardness
of Runner A is about 70kN/m in case of
running on an undeformable surface, that is,
extremely hard surface(As). However, on
deformable surfaces, the favour of Runner A
likely tends to change depending the material
and the construction of artificial tracks. The
results on Runner B, C and D are similar to
Runner A.

Conclusions
Runners' sensory evaluations are sensitive on
shoe sole hardness, that is, average Young's
modulus. The runners' favourite shoe-sole
hardness locates around 70kN/m of average
Young's modulus in case of running on an
undeformable surface. However, in case of
deformable surfaces, sensory evaluations for
the shoes with softer or harder sole hardness
become higher by depending on the materials
and the constructions of artificial tracks.
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Figure 2: Effects of artificial track on sensory
evaluation versus average Young's modulus of
shoe
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SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN FOOT SHAPE

R.E. Wunderlich and P.R. Cavanagh
Center for Locomotion Studies, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802

INTRODUCTION
It is commonly recognized that correct shoe fit is attained by matching shoe shape to foot
shape.  Appreciation of the sexual dimorphism of foot shape is, therefore, essential to the
proper design of women’s shoes.  Traditionally many women=s shoes have been made using a
small version of a men=s last with all dimensions proportionally scaled according to foot
length.  However, if women=s feet differ in shape from men=s feet, this is an inappropriate
model for a women=s shoe last and could lead to improper shoe fit in women.  In 1993, the
American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society=s Women=s Shoe Survey (Frey et al., 1993)
reported that 88% of the healthy women surveyed were wearing shoes smaller than their feet
(1.2 cm average in length), and 80% of the women surveyed had some sort of foot deformity.

METHODS
The U.S. Army foot and leg anthropometric data set (Parham et al., 1992) was used to analyze
sexual dimorphism as well as racial differences in foot shape.  Univariate t-tests and
multivariate discriminant analyses were used to assess the following: 1) significant differences
between males and females for each foot and leg dimension, standardized to foot length, 2) the
reliability of classification into sex and race classes using the absolute and standardized variable
sets, and 3) the relative importance of each variable to the discrimination among sex and race
classes.

RESULTS
The results indicate that, for a given stature, males have longer and broader feet than females. 
After normalization of the measurements by foot length, males and females were found to
differ significantly in four calf and six foot shape variables (Table 1).  Classification by sex
alone using absolute values was correct at least 93% of the time, whereas classification by race
alone was correct only 80% of the time, and by race and sex together only 78% of the time. 
Using the variables standardized to foot length, sex and race together could be classified
correctly 71.3% of the time, sex alone 85%, and race alone 81%.

DISCUSSION
These findings have implications for forensic science as well as for footwear.  The results
indicate that the reliability of identification of isolated foot and lower leg specimens to sex and
race categories is high.  This study also demonstrates that female feet are not simply scaled-
down isometric versions of male feet but rather differ in a number of shape characteristics.  A
woman’s foot has a higher arch, a shallower first toe, a smaller ball of foot circumference, a
shorter ankle length, a shorter length of the outside ball of foot, and a smaller instep
circumference.  The last on which a women’s shoe is built should reflect these differences. 



Table 1.  Foot measurements, normalized by foot length, for which there were significant
differences between men and women. 

Code p value
Male mean

(foot
lengths)

Female
mean  (foot

lengths)

[1-(Female
/Male)]*

100

Male value
at common
foot length
(257 mm)

Female
value at
common

foot length
(257 mm)

Delta
mm

(Female-
Male)

Females greater than males on the following variables:
clfhght <0.001 1.270 1.301 2.38% 326.48 334.26 7.78
plarht  0.001 0.113 0.119 5.04% 28.94 30.53 1.59
ankcir <0.001 0.830 0.855 2.92% 213.3 219.73 6.43
calfcirc <0.001 1.372 1.446 5.12% 352.51 371.55 19.04

Males greater than females on the following variables:
anklht <0.001 0.471 0.444 -6.08% 121.00 114.06 -6.95
toe1ht  0.001 0.082 0.080 -2.50% 20.98 20.48 -0.49
bofcirc <0.001 0.271 0.268 -1.12% 69.66 68.77 -0.89
anklegth <0.001 0.402 0.396 -1.52% 103.30 101.75 -1.54
oboflg <0.001 0.617 0.612 -0.82% 158.67 157.24 -1.43
incirc <0.001 0.970 0.957 -1.36% 249.21 245.92 -3.29

Figure 1.  Plot of centroids of first three roots of the canonical variates analysis by sex and
race.   WM – White males; BM – Black males; WF – White Females; BF – Black Females.
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